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thesis This thesis presents and analyzes several aspects and state of the art methods that cover the
automatic analysis of the visual impact of multimedia data, with an accent on the study of a number
essential concepts in this domain, such as interesting- ness, aesthetics, memorability, violence, and
affective value and emotions. While more traditional computer vision tasks attempt to solve problems that
have objective ground-truth values that all or most annotators would agree with, such as object detection
or scene classification, recent developments in deep neural network pro- cessing, social media, hardware
availability and cost, psychological studies, and big data availability allowed scientists to expand their
research into domains that target more subjective concepts. In the latter case, ground truth may depend
on a large number of human-centric factors, including, but not limited to, personal preferences, cultural
background, cognitive abilities, and current psychological state. Predicting and understanding such
concepts with the help of computer vision methods dramat- ically increases the utility and added value
created by implementing such methods, allowing scientists and developers to predict how multimedia data
affects viewers. 1 However, the development of such methods is not trivial. Researchers from many dif-
ferent domains must be involved and must work together in order to create accurate predictors that can
function in a mostly online, real-world environment that deals with large amounts of diverse visual data.
Researchers in cognitive and humanities sciences, physiologists, specialists in human behavior, human
data annotation, and computer vision algorithm developers must come together in order to define these
concepts, create theories about how they influence perception and behavior, collect and annotate a large
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amount of data and create the computer vision methods that can predict the concepts. In this thesis, I
present a literature survey on my main concepts of interest for my field of study, which predominantly
revolves around interestingness, aesthetic value, memorability, violence and affective value and emotional
content, and continue with presenting my main contributions, both to the collection of datasets and the
creation of common evaluation benchmarks, to computer vision methods for the prediction of such
concepts, as well as the creation of a novel deep learning-based late fusion system, that significantly
increases the performance of its inducer systems. All these contributions are developed during my Ph.D.
studies. 1.2 Motivation of the thesis This thesis aims to contribute to the understanding of such subjective
concepts, study, discover, and underline the current best practices and best-performing methods and
models for certain tasks, and create computer vision methods that successfully pre- dict the targeted
concepts. Given the advent of social media, increasingly larger collections of images and videos are
available for users, and it becomes increasingly difficult to navigate them. On the positive side, access to
a larger amount of data can be beneficial for system development, as more training and testing samples
are 2 available, especially for deep neural networks, that are known for their high demand for annotated
data. While, as previously shown, this extensive collection of concepts present varying degrees of
subjectivity, and, therefore, inter- and even intra-rater re- liability with regards to the annotated image
and video samples in given datasets can significantly vary, the interest for computer vision methods that
solve these prob- lems and predict these concepts is growing, regardless of the difficulties created by the
inherent concept subjectivity. From this perspective, there is a large demand for these methods, mostly
driven by social media, media sharing, advertising, and media archiving platforms. These particular
branches of industry would benefit from the creation of automatic predictors, recommender systems
based on these concepts, automatic filters, and other functionalities that would be impossible to
implement without the help of computer vision, machine learning, and artificial intelligence. Currently,
some of these concepts are starting to be implemented in professional solutions and web services.
Pioneers in this direction are represented by popular web- sites and social media platforms, like Flickr 1,
who implement a social interestingness- based metric for creating suggestions with regards to new
images and posts, or Google Photos 2, that can create short summaries of photos based on the appeal of
photos uploaded by users in their personal collections. Support from the industry is also manifested by
the support for particular tasks that aid both the research commu- nity and the industry, such as
InterDigital’s support for the study of multimedia interestingness, memorability, violence, and emotional
content prediction 3. Thus, researchers that create tasks, datasets, and computational models are
motivated to keep in mind and target realistic use case scenarios that can be implemented in such
environments. 1https://www.flickr.com/ 2https://www. google .com/ photos/about/ 3https ://www.
interdigital.com/datasets/ 1.3 Content of the thesis The rest of this thesis is divided into 3 Chapters. The
first one presents the cur- rent state-of-the-art with regards to taxonomies, psychological studies,
datasets, user studies, and computational approaches developed by researchers from different do- mains
that handle the problem of defining and predicting the subjective proprieties of multimedia data. The
second chapter presents personal contributions to this domain, with regards to the datasets and
evaluation benchmarks I helped create, and to orig- inal computational methods and models for the
prediction of some of these concepts, as well as a generalized deep learning-based collection of late fusion
approaches that can accurately predict the given concepts, using a large selection of weaker input
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inducers. The thesis ends with some general conclusions and perspectives for future works, as well as a
summary of my papers and contribution to those papers. Chapter 2 Theoretical asp ects In today’s
internet and big data landscape, users are constantly bombarded with large quantities of multimedia data,
sometimes creating that data themselves via personal photo collections, social media posts, or personal
vlogs. It is indeed difficult to keep track of all that information. Researchers have shown that this constant
feed of information, both visual and otherwise, can significantly reduce the human attention span [138].
This environment creates the need for the development of systems that would help human users navigate
this tremendous amount of data, whether we are talking about systems aimed at sorting data, based on
how interesting, appealing, or memorable it is, systems aimed at creating filters capable of detecting
violent or emotionally scarring data, or recommending other media samples that are more in tuned with
personal user preferences. One of the hardest challenges these systems face is represented by the
definitions of these concepts, considering that, unlike more tangible tasks such as detecting an object in
an image, most of the times, it is hard for human subjects to agree on what is interesting, aesthetically
pleasing, violent, and so on. The subjective nature of these proprieties does make their prediction and
classification one of the more challenging tasks in computer vision today. A close collaboration between
theorists in humanities, human behavior, and computer 5 vision, is therefore necessary in order to create
algorithms and market-ready systems. This chapter will present a literature review and analysis focused
on concepts that will be used throughout the thesis, namely interestingness, aesthetics, memorability,
violence, and affective value and emotions. 2.1 Taxonomy and definitions As previously mentioned, the
first important step in analyzing these targeted concepts is creating a list of possible definitions for them,
having as starting point psychological theories, applied human studies, and use-case scenarios/ An
extensive set of subjective proprieties has been studied in the current literature. As we present in [33],
some taxonomies can be built in order to understand and classify these concepts. Table 2.1 presents a list
of subjective concepts studied by scientists, grouped according to a central common theme. For example,
novelty, originality, unexpectedness, etc., tend to measure the novelty of media samples from different
perspectives and therefore fall into the same central theme. Another possible approach regarding the
creation of taxonomies is an analysis of concept correlation. In this case, having just one target concept
as a starting point, a list of correlation with other concepts can be created based on research works in the
current state-of-the-art literature. These correlations can be positive, negative, or un- defined (or mostly
not explored). Such an example is presented in our work [33] and in Table 2.2, where a taxonomy based
on correlation with interestingness is presented. The table represents a thorough analysis that considers
papers from psychological, user study-based, or computational perspectives. Furthermore, an example of
a sci- entific paper that studies the correlation is given for each concept. Even in such a thorough
analysis, some controversies arise that show certain concepts to be both positively and negatively
correlated with interestingness. Such issues may occur due 6 Table 2.1: Taxonomy. List of concepts that
are covered in the current state-of-the-art literature as presented in Constantin et al. [33]. Concepts in
this table are grouped according to a central theme. Theme Close concepts 1 Interestingness
Interestingness 2 Affective Value and Emotions Dimensional Emotion Space (Valence/Pleasantness,
Arousal, Dominance) and Categorical Emotion Space (Happiness, Boredom, etc.) 3 Aesthetic Value
Aesthetic Value and Cuteness 4 Memorability Memorability 5 Novelty Novelty, Originality, Unusualness,
Unexpectedness, Distinctiveness and Familiarity 6 Complexity Complexity and Simplicity 7 Coping
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Potential Coping Potential, Comprehensibility, Challenge and Uncertainty 8 Visual Composition and
Stylistic Attributes Symmetry, Balance/Harmony, Photographic Composition, Naturalness and Realism 9
Social Interestingness Popularity and Virality 10 Creativity Creativity 11 Humor Humor, Irony and Sarcasm
12 Urban Perception Urban Interestingness 13 Saliency Saliency and Attention to different factors,
including different experimental setups in computer vision tasks, different demographic spread in user
studies, differences in understanding the ana- lyzed concept, its definition, and scope, or merely different
preferences for the chosen annotators. Interestingness. Berlyne [9] theorizes interest as a primary factor
for human mo- tivation and behavior and points out several defining factors of interest [11], such as
novelty, in the context of information theory, pointing out that interest arises when new information is
compared already existing information by human subjects. More to the point, Chamaret et al. [20] define
visual interest as the power of a visual sample to induce interest in a viewer. Furthermore, Silvia et al.
[153] relate interest to learn- ing and the will to explore. Similarly, Hidi and Anderson [87] propose that
personal 7 Table 2.2: Taxonomy. List of concepts, grouped by positive, negative or unexplored correlation
with interestingness as presented in Constantin et al. [33]. Correlations are studied from a physiological
or cognitive (t), user studies-based (u) or computational (c) perspective. Controversies are marked with ∗.
Positively correlated Negatively correlated Unexplored • Valence(u,t)∗ [74] • Arousal(u,c) [160] •
Aesthetic Value(u,t,c)∗ [90] • Novelty(u,t,c) [74] • Unusualness(c) [187] • Unexpectedness(t) [124] • 
Complexity(u,t,c) [153] • Coping potential(u,t)∗ [155] • Uncertainty(t) [10] • Balance/Harmony(u,c)
[96] • Naturalness(u) [79] • Photo Composition(c) [96] • Humor(t,c) [96] • Urban interestingness(u)
[141] • Saliency(u) [54] • Attention(t) [12] • Popularity(u,c)∗ [77] • Valence(u,t)∗ [173] • Boredom(u,t)
[61] • Aesthetic Value(t)∗ [146] • Memorability(u) [93] • Coping potential(u)∗ [160] • Challenge(u)∗ [21]
• Virality(u,c) [50] • Popularity(u,t)∗ [90] • Familiarity(u) [23] • Dominance • Cuteness • Originality •
Distinctiveness • Comprehensibility • Symmetry • Realism • Irony, Sarcasm • Creativity • Urban
Perception preferences may be less critical in inducing interest in a person than the appeal of the activity
or learning task being performed. Aesthetic value. Aesthetics is mainly defined as a branch of philosophy
[186], that studies the appeal and beauty of natural scenes and artistic compositions. In several user
studies, authors often tend to use “pleasantness” as a descriptor or synonym of aesthetics [74, 160].
Memorability is defined as an intrinsic propriety of visual samples [92], that mea- sures how likely
subjects are to remember the images and videos that are presented to them. Some authors use short-
term and long-term memorability [48, 47] separa- 8 tion in describing this visual propriety, thus
recognizing that, while a video can be memorable for a short period (several minutes or hours), it can be
forgotten in the long run (after several days). Violence. While the concept of violence may seem less
subjective than others, studies have shown that human annotators do not necessarily agree on whether a
visual sample is violent or not. Several studies have used more than one definition of violence, including
during the MediaEval 1 Violent Scenes Detection task [46], where authors proposed an “objective”
definition (“physical violence or accident resulting in human injury or pain”) and a “subjective” definition
(where violence is defined as images “which one would not let an eight years old child see, because they
contain physical violence”). Affective value and emotions. The affective value of media items is defined as
their ability to induce a set of emotional responses in viewers [18]. From one perspective, they can be
described in a mathematical 2D or 3D space, according to the valence- arousal-dominance axes (or only
valence and arousal). The VAD space attempts to map all human emotions on these three axes,
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corresponding to pleasure-displeasure measuring the valence or pleasantness of the emotion, arousal-
nonarousal measuring the intensity of the emotion, and dominance-submissiveness measuring the
controlling nature of the emotion [118]. From another perspective, emotions can be described in a
categorical space, where a set of basic emotions are identified and defined. Ek- man [53] identifies a set
of 6 basic emotions: “anger, disgust, fear, joy, sadness and surprise”, while Plutchik [132] considers 8
bipolar emotions: “anger-fear, joy-sadness, anticipation-surprise and trust-disgust”. 1
http://www.multimediaeval.org/ 2.2 Human understanding of the sub jective prop- erties of multimedia
data The human understanding of these concepts is extensively studied in psychological and philosophical
works. The most important discussion topics here are related to how media samples influence human
perception and what underlying factors create that influence. Interestingness. Berlyne [10, 11] identified
a series of factors that influence general interest, including conflict, complexity, novelty, and uncertainty.
However, these rela- tionships are more complex, as proven in [155], as relationships may not be linear.
For example, while novel information is important in inducing interest, subjects may lose interest if that
information is too complex to understand. Novelty is also proposed as an important factor for interest in
[169, 153]. Hidi and Anderson [87] also show that powerful emotional content has the ability to induce
interest, analyzing sexual and violent content as examples. Other works look at the functional benefits
brought by interest. Izard and Ackerman [95] conclude that interest is a motivational evolution- ary trait,
as it allows humans to explore, learn, and engage with their environment. It is presented as one of the
main factors contributing to individual adaptation to the environment, survival, and development. [154,
63] also conclude that with the help of interest, in the long run, people are attracted to new possibilities
and experiences. Finally, from a physiological point of view, Hess and Polt [86] show that interesting
activities influence and are correlated with eye movements and pupil dilation. Aesthetic value. While the
aesthetic value of o picture may seem very subjective, theories suggest that some common baseline can
be established that most people would agree with. Reber et al. [133] propose “goodness of form,
symmetry and figure-ground contrast” as qualities necessary for an item to be deemed beautiful, as such
proprieties would allow human assessors to process that object correctly. Fur- 10 thermore, with regards
to visual beauty in general and to image beauty in particular, Datta et al. [38] propose that, while a
normal viewer may be interested in the general effect that an image has (“how soothing a picture is to the
eyes”), professional artists may be inclined to analyze other aspects, such as meaning, the use of colors
and con- tours, sharpness and the general “rules of photography”. It is also interesting to note that in
some works, interest and aesthetics have been studied as correlated concepts or, in the least, concepts
that can derive from each other. This idea is best exempli- fied by Schmidhuber [146], who proposes that
“interestingness is the first derivative of beauty: What is beautiful is not necessarily interesting. A
beautiful thing is in- teresting only as long as it is new, that is, as long as the algorithmic regularity that
makes it simple has not yet been fully assimilated by the adaptive observer who is still learning to
compress the data better”. Memorability. Early studies [151] regarding the memorability of images show
an impressive human capacity for remembering images in the long term, even when compared with the
storage capacity for other objects or concepts such as words or sentences. Furthermore, Brady et al. [13]
proved that humans do not simply memorize the general scene in an image (that the authors called
“gist”), but are able to encode details correctly and remember even small details and differences between
images. Ac- cording to [136], this capacity is further increased when subjects make a conscientious effort
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to memorize the images shown to them. Several other works [92, 93, 17] show memorability to be an
“intrinsic propriety of images” and a dependence of memora- bility on the setting and objects in an image.
For example, images containing people seem to be the easiest to memorize, while nature landscapes
seem to be the hardest. Furthermore, time plays an important factor in memorability, whether we are
talking about the difference between short-term and long-term memory, as presented in [26] or about the
time a subject spends looking at an image [136]. 11 Violence represents a diverse subject, given its
inherent subjectivity and its per- ception, that can be different from society to society and from
generation to gener- ation. Ardent [5] studies violence from a modern perspective, going through some of
its possible factors such as “power, strength, force, and authority”. At the same time, Galtung [66]
attempts to study it from a cultural perspective, noticing the intra- cultural difference of perception of
violence. While these works represent politically- oriented studies on violence, numerous other
researchers studied the impact of visual violence in TV, movies, and media. Culbert [35] studies two
televised violent events in 1968 (the Tet Offensive and Chicago’s DNC) and analyses the way these events
changed public opinion or affected viewers at that time. The same impact is studied in [91], where the
authors talk about short- and long-term effects of over-exposure to violence, including the desensitization
of casual viewers and the effects on children and young adults. Affective value and emotions. Psychology
is the domain that started to look at the impact of emotional images on human reactions. Valdez and
Mehrabian [174] explored the link between colors and the emotions that images are supposed to in- fer.
From a different perspective, Chen and Sun [22] studied the mechanisms that allow emotions conveyed
by multimedia teaching material to affect students and their learning performance. Furthermore,
understanding emotions may prove useful for understanding other concepts. For example, boredom is
used as an antonym of inter- estingness in [154, 61], and, while not precisely direct opposites,
interestingness pushes human subjects towards activity and boredom pushes humans towards inactivity
and limits the maximum level of interest that can be achieved [11]. Regarding the 3D representation of
the VAD space, generally, valence and arousal are considered to be the most important and most
frequently researched [160]; however, some scientists propose a fourth additional dimension, namely
“novelty” or “unpredictability” [62], as 12 the addition of this dimension would better represent certain
corresponding emotions from the discrete emotional space, the most relevant of them being “surprise”.
2.3 Datasets and user studies Gathering an adequate dataset represents one of the most critical
preliminary aspects of creating automated systems to predict such subjective proprieties. While datasets
are essential in general for machine learning tasks, in this particular case, some addi- tional matters must
be taken into account, such as the difference in opinion between annotators, given the inherently
subjective nature of the analyzed multimedia data. Table 2.3 summarizes the primary datasets used for
predicting the concepts defined in the previous section, indicating the type of media files included in the
dataset (image or video), the list of annotated concepts, and the types of annotators. While most of the
datasets are annotated by human assessors, either through crowdsourcing or through the use of “trusted”
annotators that know the task well and are, in some cases, monitored continuously by super-users or
master annotators, other approaches involve extracting their annotations from social media platforms
directly. In this latter case, standing out are datasets that incorporate information from Flickr or Photo.net
3, platforms that already provide some types of automatic or user-based annotations. Interestingly,
researchers also create an extensive collection of datasets that an- notate more than one concept, an
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approach that may be very useful for predicting subjective concepts in the context of integrating
covariates in the feature set and for analyzing inter-concept correlations. The visInterest [160] dataset,
composed of 1,005 images, is collected for the study of interestingness and some of its components
theorized in physiological works, such as coping potential, complexity, arousal, etc. Another example from
this category is represented by two datasets created in the 3https://www.photo.net/ 13 Table 2.3: A list
of relevant datasets for the subjective concepts we analyze in this thesis. We present the types of media
annotated in the dataset (image or videos), the annotations provided by the authors and the types of
annotators used: c - annotations collected through crowdsourcing, t - trusted annotators, w - annotations
performed via social media websites, u - unknown annotation sources. Media type Dataset Annotations
Annotators Scene categories, interestingness [74] interestingness c Memorability, intestingness [74]
interestingness, memorability, aesthetics, unusualness, etc. c visInterest [160] interestingness, arousal,
quality, coping potenrial, complexity, naturalness, familiarity, pleasantness c LaMem [102] memorability c
image IAPS [109] VAD space and amusement, anger, awe, fear, contentment, disgust, excitement,
sadness t Abstract paintings [116] amusement, anger, awe, fear, contentment, disgust, excitement,
sadness c Emotion6 [130] VA, anger, disgust, fear, joy, sadness, surprise, neutral c 15K Flickr [144]
beauty c Photo.net [38] aesthetics, originality w Aesthetics and interestingness [51] aesthetics, social
interestinenss w AVA [120] aesthetics w image & video MediaEval Predicting Media Interestingness [48,
47] interestingness t Youtube dataset [96] interestingness t gifInterest [77] interest, aesthetics, VA,
curiosity c NHK [167] aesthetics u VideoEmotion [97] anger, anticipation, disgust, fear, joy, sadness,
surprise, trust t video LIRIS-ACCEDE 2 GIFGIF [98] amusement, anger, contempt, disgust,
embarassment, fear, guilt, happiness, pleasure, etc c VA, violence, fear c Movie Memorability [25]
memorability t Webcam interestingness t MediaEval Predicting Media Memorability [24, 31] memorability t
VIF [83] violence c MediaEval Violent Scenes Detection [44, 45, 46, 159, 158] violence t same work [74].
The authors considered two publicly available datasets, one on scene classification [123] composed of
2,688 images and one on memorability [94] composed of 2,222 images, and annotated them with
interestingness values. Another dataset annotated with several concepts is gifInterest [77], where the
authors create annota- tions for interestingness, aesthetics, curiosity, and the violence-arousal space. This
dataset is composed of 6,119 video samples, encoded as GIFs. For the prediction of media memorability,
a large image-based dataset consisting of over 58,000 samples is presented in [102]. For predicting
affective content, authors take several types of approaches, given the different ways emotions are
interpreted. While most of the datasets provide annotations for the VAD or VA emotional space [109],
there are some examples where only categorical emotional space is used [116]. 14 Finally, datasets such
as those published during the MediaEval benchmarking competitions, listed in Table 2.3, annotated for
interestingness, memorability, and violence, are also of great importance, as they provide participants
with not only a dataset of media samples but also with a common evaluation framework, consisting of
concept definition and use case, training/testing data splits, metrics and comparison baselines. These
datasets also represent some of the largest collections available to date on their specific tasks. Creating a
common evaluation framework for specific tasks can be vital for driving the development of computer
vision methods forward, as it creates an accurate baseline for comparing the performance of individual
methods, algorithms, and data augmentation approaches. The first step and backbone of creating these
datasets are represented by the user studies associated with them. Based on the studies and the answers
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returned by the annotators, researchers can create accurate ground truth data that represents the
targeted concepts. From a behavioral standpoint, researchers can also deduce the way viewers interact
with multimedia data and the visual cues used by annotators in making certain decisions. Some of the
most important and interesting user studies consider lists of covariates for the targeted concepts and
analyze positive and negative correlations between concepts. For example, Soleymani [160] studies the 
link between interestingness and several other concepts, concluding that arousal is the most im- portant 
attribute for creating interest. Simultaneously, the importance of arousal is also backed up by other
works, including [59, 77]. As expected, high correlation val- ues are also found for concepts that
psychological theories mention as components of interest. Some examples would include novelty [21] and
complexity [160, 2]. Coping potential, another one of the theoretical indicators of interest, is also
experimented from a personality perspective. More precisely, some works [160] found that coping
potential may have an adverse effect of interest for subjects with high openness trait. 15 In contrast,
complexity has a more positive effect on the same group, when compared with subjects that displayed
opposing personality traits. Other studies deal with multiple concepts. This is often the case for
interestingess, memorability, social interestingness (or popularity) and aesthetics. The studies con- ducted
by [93, 74] conclude that interestingness and memorability are negatively cor- related. The studies were
conducted on a set of 2222 images. Participants are asked to give their opinion on certain aspects of
images (i.e., “Is this image interesting?”, “Is this image memorable?”). In the final test regarding
memorability, image samples are tested, and a distinction is created between “assumed memorability”
(i.e., sam- ples that annotators think they will be able to remember) and actual memorability.
Interestingly, while actual memorability is negatively correlated to interestingness, as- sumed 
memorability is positively correlated to it, suggesting that human judgment is not adequate for
memorability assessment and that memory tests must be performed to ensure a correct ground truth
annotation. Another relationship that is often stud- ied is the one between aesthetics, interestingness, and
popularity. Studies [90, 74, 93] show that, while visual interestingness and aesthetics are positively
correlated, the same is not true for popularity. Conversely, Gygli and Soleymani [77] find a positive
correlation between popularity expressed via the number of likes received by an image and visual
interestingness expressed by human annotators. The annotation protocol chosen by the authors vary. For
example, Hsieh et al. [90] evaluate visual interesting- ness on a scale of 5 options, starting from “very
boring” to “very interesting”, while social interestingness is measured by social networking scores
provided by the original websites where these photos are hosted. 2.4 Computational approaches In recent
years, computer vision algorithms started to increasingly target tasks that try to predict the affective
value of multimedia data. This is an important step forward, but it requires constant collaboration between
different branches of science. To understand the affective and subjective proprieties of images, computer
vision scientists need to have access to large quantities of data, which would allow them to develop their
methods and ensure their scalability. As we will present in the following chapter, computer vision
algorithms that predict such subjective concepts are relatively new. Most of these branches started their
development in the last decade, unlike more traditional computer vision tasks such as character 
recognition, object detection, and image classification. This chapter presents the advances made by
computer vision algorithms in predicting these affective concepts. 2.4.1 Interestingness One of the first
attempts at predicting image interestingness in presented in [74]. The authors used three factors in
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determining the interestingness score: novelty, aesthet- ics, and general preferences. The authors predict
these sub-concepts via traditional visual features, i.e., a LOF approach for novelty prediction, aesthetic
value using fea- tures proposed by [38, 116, 101], and finally, general preference determined by a set of
GIST, SIFT, and color histogram descriptors in an RBF-kernel SVM. The authors point out that general
preference represented the most important feature with re- gards to interestingness prediction. Another
approach is taken by Fan et al. [58], who conclude that dataset fusion is needed in order to obtain the
best results. This may indicate that, given the subjective nature of interest, a larger-than-usual number of
visual samples are needed to predict interestingness correctly. 17 For video sample prediction, Jiang et al.
[96] use a series of visual, audio, and high- level attributes. The authors find that an early fusion of visual
and audio features is the optimal approach in their experiments. Jou et al. [98] perform a comparison
between sentiment features and a DNN approach, based on C3D [171], finding that sentiment features
perform better. Grabner et al. [73] build a system for interest- ingness prediction in video streams. The
authors build a complexity feature based on compressed file size and a novelty feature based on LOF,
achieving good results and confirming covariate-based hypothesis theorized during user studies on
interest- ingness. An unsupervised approach is developed in [115], where images are compared via SIFT
descriptors with images with comparable subjects taken from Flickr4. Here the authors base their choice
of baseline Flickr images on previous findings that con- clude that Flickr users tend to curate their image 
collections [105]. The MediaEval Predicting Media Interestingness [48, 47] task gave the opportu- nity to
test several systems in the same setup with regards to dataset, training / testing splits and metrics. While
many systems were submitted to the benchmarking competition, some of them stand out. Liem et al
[114] propose a system that, among other information, includes features that describe the presence of
humans in an im- age, by extracting color and geometrical descriptors for the human faces from images,
concluding that many times faces attract attention and interest. Shen et al. [150] use an SVM based
training model that integrates deep features extracted from the AlexNet [107] DNN model. For video
processing, Ben-Ahmed et al. [8] employed deep visual and audio features based on VGG [157] and
SoundNet [6], trained with a sigmoid kernel SVM. Another relevant approache is presented by Parekh et
al. [125], who emulate the annotation process, by automatically developing a pairwise com- parison
between samples based on deep features extracted from the AlexNet DNN 4 https://www.flickr.com/
model. For a complete overview of the MediaEval Predicting Media Interestingness task, we refer the
reader to [29]. 2.4.2 Aesthetic value Several papers base their approach on previous human studies on
aesthetics, compo- sition, and general photography rules. Some essential works here include [101, 38,
39, 112]. These authors designed a large set of traditional visual features centered on human perception
and that are accurately able to encode some of these principles, such as depth-of-field, rule of the thirds,
and “pleasant” hue combinations, object proportions, etc. These rules, taken in their entirety or just as
parts of them, are still exploited in this domain [78, 85]. Regarding more modern approaches, CNN-
based systems are starting to show promising results and are implemented by several authors [85].
Furthermore, a multi-patch aggregation method, based on Inception- V3 [166] models is proposed by
Wang et al. [178], while Xu et al. [184] use a combi- nation of visual features and an attention-based
DNN for predicting aesthetic value. It is important to note that aesthetics is being intensely studied
alongside other concepts such as visual interestingness and social interestingness (or social network 
popularity). Several authors show a positive correlation between visual interesting- ness and aesthetics
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[51, 74, 90] from a computer vision perspective, while social in- terestingness shows negative or no
correlation with aesthetics. This may result from popularity having more to do with the original poster or
the current news and internet trends than with the visual quality of the posted images or videos. However,
Redi and Merialdo [135] use aesthetic appeal as an indicator of social interestingness using semantic and
composition features on a Flickr based dataset. 2.4.3 Memorability Early methods for memorability
prediction [92, 93] merge human studies with com- puter vision methods for image classification, using
conclusions drawn from the former in designing the latter. Based on the conclusion that memorability is
influenced by the objects in a scene, Isola et al. [93] create a set of algorithms based on object statistics
and scene descriptors and trained an SVR-based model for memorability prediction. Another significant
contribution of this work is an estimator of object type importance based on memorability ground-truth
value, thus creating a method for understanding why a photo is memorable. Some experiments are also
directed to- wards increasing the memorability of an image by modifying it. Thus, style transfer models
are adopted by Siarohin et al. [152], which create modified image-seed pair later scored by a selector
module, that internally uses AlexNet [107] and VGG [157]. More modern approaches fully use the power
of deep neural networks. For example, visual attention mechanisms and LSTM layers [89] are deployed in
a ResNet-based convolutional architecture by Fajtl et al. [57]. For memorability prediction on video
samples, Shekhar et al. [149] incorporate a series of deep learning, video semantics, saliency, spatio-
temporal, and color features. Interestingly, fMRI data is also tested as a predictor of memorability in [80].
Recent developments are centered around the MediaEval Predicting Media Mem- orability task [24, 31].
Given the opportunity to test many short- and long-term memorability prediction systems in the same
setting, we must address the fact that, while both editions of the task use the same dataset, data splits,
and metrics, the latest edition shows significant improvements with regards to results. Thus, given the
lack of additional training data, this may indicate that participants’ memorability systems are objectively
better. With this in mind, two systems stand out. Azcona et al. [7] employ a large set of traditional visual
features, captions, and DNN-based features, trained with SVR and BRR methods, while Reboud et al.
[134] combine 20 captions and visual information, using a large collection of training methods. In-
terestingly, both participants achieved top results by creating some weighted late fusion schemes that
combine results extracted from lower performance systems into a supersystem with better performance.
2.4.4 Violence Many different interpretations of violence exist in datasets targeting this concept, ranging
from aggression in a public environment [185] to violence in specific contexts, such as the stands of
sporting events [121] or Hollywood movies and web videos [44]. As expected, the majority of approaches
for predicting this concept are based on video sample assessment instead of using single image
prediction, as violence is an inherently temporal concept. In this context, several works stand out.
Giannakopou- los et al. [68] deploy motion-based visual features and audio features in an early fusion
scheme that is trained via a kNN binary classifier. Gong et al. [71] use a semi-supervised approach to this
problem, based on cross-feature learning. Starting from low-level features, the authors create candidates
for violence detection and can- didates for violent events, based on several labels such as “screaming”,
“explosions”, “gun-shots”, etc., and combine the output of the two candidate systems. Several types of
temporal integration has been tested for creating violence detection systems such as STIP and motion
SIFT [121], collections of flow-vector magnitudes [83] or LSTM-based deep neural networks [81]. The
2011-2015 MediaEval Violent Scenes Detection [44, 45, 46, 159, 158] task proposes a common dataset
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and evaluation protocol for violence prediction methods. During this campaign, some methods stand out
as outliers for their given years. For example, [145] employs a series of low-level visual features and
audio features, trained in an MLP approach, and [129] use the same types of features trained by a hybrid
K2 and Bayesian system. Similar to these two cases, many of the top-performing 21 systems employ
multimodal feature fusion or multimodal training systems. Temporal aggregation or encoding of individual
features or videos is achieved both by traditional methods [147] and deep learning methods based on
LSTM [36, 37]. 2.4.5 Affective value and emotions. A large body of literature is dedicated to emotional
content prediction. Zhao et al. [188] explore a set of high-level features based on harmony and the
proportions in an image, linking the aesthetic appeal of visual samples with the emotions they convey. On
the other hand, sentiment features [98] and arousal features based on color analysis [174] are used for
deriving interestingness score [77]. Regarding the dimensional (VAD) emotional space, Sartori et al. [143]
also investigate a series of color-based features for abstract painting emotions prediction. More modern,
DNN- based approaches are also tested in both the VAD setup and for the categorical emotional space.
Acar et al. [1] compare convolutional network approaches with low- level audio-visual features, obtaining
better results with the neural network models. Peng et al. [130] employed a modified AlexNet
architecture for the same task. While other concepts may involve a binary prediction (i.e., interesting vs.
non- interesting) or the regression equivalent or one-class regression, the problem is more complex for
emotions. Research papers in this domain will have to employ either mul- tidimensional regression, thus
predicting samples with regards to the VAD space, or multi-class or multi-label classification, for the
categorical emotional space. However, some works choose to take into account both approaches. For
example, the authors in [119] create a set of novel audio-visual features that can successfully handle both
types of tasks. 2.5 Applications Great interest is shown for computer vision algorithms that can accurately
predict and measure these concepts in the context of extensive image collections, where hu- man input
would be impossible to achieve due to the large amount of data that must be processed. While some
systems must deal with the prediction of such concepts (for example, the detection of violent videos and
images), others must create recommen- dation lists or proposals based on the prediction of subjective
judgments, and others must modify the media samples so that values for certain concepts are maximized
or minimized. Considering the impact of human cognitive processes on perception, rea- soning, attention,
and memorization process [55, 156] the importance of developing machine learning techniques for
predicting the effect that media items have on the cognitive process. Image collection and video
summarization. Interest in this field is constantly growing, and web services that deal with the storage of
huge amounts of personal photos, such as Google Photos 5 must also create automatic tools that can
process the albums of users in order to create per-album or annual suggestions with regards to the best
pictures in those collections. Such a feature represents one of the many ways websites can increase user
engagement and loyalty. On the other hand, large videos can also be summarized in order to artificially
create “trailers” or advertisements for those videos, based on several aspects. Thus, current works show a
tendency of creating video summaries by measuring emotional content [183], interestingness [75, 76]
and memorability [25]. Video summarization is very important for the ever- growing number of video and
movie hosting services, as it would allow viewers to quickly and efficiently assess video samples and view
them according to their personal preferences. 5https://photos.google.com/ 23 Media recommendation.
While the movie recommendation literature was domi- nated by traditional approaches, based on past
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user activity and similarities between user voting preferences, some recent works are starting to
incorporate visual and au- dio movie analysis in their algorithms [42], and make recommendations based
on the audio-visual similarity of media items. Other approaches to movie recommendations also target
more subjective matters, such as using image aesthetics for creating video features [40]. Perhaps a
better-known application from this domain is the Flickr Interestingness API 6, which recommends
multimedia items to users based on a mea- sure of social interestingness. Aesthetics-based
recommendation systems for image collections are also proposed by Schifanella et al. [144]. Advertising
systems. Both traditional and online ads can benefit from introducing methods that can predict the
positive or negative impact that ads have on viewers. Recent findings show that dissimilarities between
the general viewer mood and the emotional message contained in the ads create the perception that ads
are inher- ently “bad” or “annoying” 7. Recent studies support these findings, as informativity and
creativity, along with empathy, are considered factors for a positive response to advertising [110].
Education. Interest is considered to positively affect the educational process, as it would help students
better process the information given to them [88]. Though this may seem obvious, some authors suggest
that, in their current form, some traditional learning material and textbooks do not rely on using features
that would be able to capture and hold attention [4]. Therefore, such measures of interest and other
metrics related to concepts like memorability and creativity need to be introduced in the education
environment. Multimedia materials could be selected based on such measures and used as learning tools,
considering that interest creates motivation, willingness, and energy for learning and can guide career
choices [82]. 6https://www.flickr.com/explore/interesting/ 7http://www.tronviggroup.com/empathy-in-
advertising 2.6 Conclusions In this chapter, we presented the main theoretical aspects regarding the
analysis of the visual impact of multimedia data. We presented the motivations behind the need for a
close collaboration between scientists from different fields of study. We have also given some examples
from the current state-of-the-art literature that show the advantages of this collaboration. We presented
the definitions and some taxonomies for the concepts that will be used throughout this thesis, namely
interestingness, aesthetics, memorability, violence and affective value and emotions. We analyzed the 
state-of-the-art advances published in the current literature regarding the hu- man understanding of
these proprieties, datasets, user studies, and computational approaches. We also analyzed the subjective
nature of these concepts and presented their current or future applications. Chapter 3 Personal
contributions 3.1 Datasets and evaluation In this chapter, we will present our contribution to the creation
of several publicly available datasets, including the following: (i) Interestingness10k [29] 1, designed for
the prediction of image and video interestingness; (ii) VSD96 [34], a video dataset for violent scenes
detection; (iii) the MediaEval 2019 Predicting Media Memorability [31] a dataset composed of short videos
that are annotated with short-term and long- term memorability values; and finally (iv) the MMTF-14k
[41], a dataset for movie recommendation. 3.1.1 Interestingness prediction The Interestingness10k [29]
dataset is a publicly available 2 dataset and a common evaluation framework, designed for the prediction
of image and video interestingness. This dataset was tested and validated during the 2016 3 and 2017 4
editions of the MediaEval Predicting Media Interestingness tasks. My main contributions to this 1Paper
under major review 2https://www.interdigital.com/data_sets/intrestingness-dataset.
3http://www.multimediaeval.org/mediaeval2016/ 4http://www.multimediaeval.org/mediaeval2017/ Table
3.1: The Interestingness10k dataset. In this table we present the composition of the image and video
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subsets, for both years, 2016 and 2017. Devset represents the development data, while testset
represents testing data. Shown here are the number of movies, samples, average duration in seconds for
the samples in the video subtask, and the number of interesting samples. 2016 Image 2017 2016 Video
2017 devset # movies # samples avg. duration (s) # interesting 52 5054 - 473 78 7396 - 714 52 5054
1.06 420 78 7396 1.05 646 testset # movies # samples avg. duration (s) # interesting 26 2342 - 241 26
+ 4 2192 + 243 - 261 + 55 26 2342 1.05 226 26 + 4 2192 + 243 2.14 + 11.4 249 + 28 dataset are
represented by: (i) analyzing the overall performance of the systems sub- mitted to the MediaEval task;
(ii) analyzing the influence of features on the prediction models used during the MediaEval competition;
(iii) analyzing the generalization ca- pabilities of prediction models on our data; (iv) creating a set of
recommendations with regards to system performance; (v) participating in the annotation process.
Dataset description This dataset is created according to a Video on Demand use case scenario, employed
at Technicolor 5, where participants are asked to create systems that would accurately select images or
videos that would create more viewer interest in the source movie [48]. Image and video samples in this
dataset are extracted from Creative Commons 6 licensed Hollywood-like movie trailers and segments,
thus creating a publicly available set of visual data. The data is divided into image interestingness and
video inter- estingness prediction subsets. The first step in creating this data is the extraction of video
shots from complete movies, separated by camera fade-outs. While the im- 5www.technicolor.com
6https://creativecommons.org/ age subset is populated with middle keyframes extracted from those
shots, the video subset is populated with the shots themselves. Some general statistics regarding this
dataset, presenting both 2016 and 2017 versions, are available in Table 3.1. The dataset evolved from
5,054 devset samples extracted from 52 movies in 2016, to 7,396 extracted from 78 movies in 2017,
considering that the 2017 devset data is composed of the previous year’s devset and testset combined.
On the testset, in 2016, 26 movies were used, accounting for 2,342 samples, and the same number of
movies was used in 2017, generating 2,192 samples. For 2017 an additional four full movies are used for
enhancing the testset and test system generalization on longer excerpts (the average duration of full
movie shots is 11.4 seconds, compared with 2.14 for regular samples). Finally, with regards to system
evaluation, two different metrics were chosen for the two versions of the task. For 2016, the overall MAP
performance is computed, while for 2017 participant’s systems are ranked according to MAP@10. Overall
system performance For the overall system performance analysis, we gathered runs submitted to the Me-
diaEval 2016 and 2017 tasks, and we analyzed the trends and improvements imple- mented by
participants. A boxplot representation of these results is presented in Figure 3.1. In this visual
representation, we also include systems developed outside of the MediaEval competition, in state-of-the-
art papers, that use the same rules and validation principles as the ones used during the competition. In
order to allow an overall comparison between the two years of the competition, we also provide MAP
scores for the 2017 edition of the tasks. Also, for each year, three human annotator runs are represented
with red dots, representing the prediction performance of hu- mans on this dataset. While human results
are above the presented systems, they still do not achieve very high results, further indicating the
proposed task’s subjectivity. 29 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.1 0 2017.Image 2017.Video 2017.Video
2016.Image 2016.Video 2017.Image mAP mAP mAP@10 Figure 3.1: Boxplot representation of the overall
system performance. Data is pre- sented as follows: interquartile range (IQR) 50%, median values (red
line), lower and upper adjacent values calculated as Q1−1.5×IQR and Q3+1.5×IQR respectively. For
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reference, the performance of 3 human annotators is represented with red dots. Regarding overall system
performance, the first observation is that no systems represent either positive or negative outliers.
Another clear observation is that 2017 systems performed better, with regards to MAP, than 2016
systems, indicating that a larger training set and better, more interest-oriented systems improve the
overall results. In the case of the image subtask this improvement is 25.75%, from a MAP value of 0.2485
[30] to 0.3125 [125]. For the video subtask, the improvement is 22.75%, going up from a MAP value of
0.1815 [3], to 0.2228 [180]. Another critical point is that, in general, system performance for video
samples is worse than that of image samples, indicating that better methods are needed for video
interestingness prediction. 0.32 0.30 0.28 0.26 P0.24 m0.22 A 0.20 0.18 0.16 0.14 0.12 2016.Image
2017.Image visual audio deep audio+deep audio+deep+ text deep+ concepts motion visual+audio
visual+ deep visual+audio+deep concepts visual+ deep+concepts visual+motion motion+audio
visual+motion+deep deep+text visual+concepts deep+text+concepts 0.23 0.22 0.21 0.20 P0.19 m0.18 A
0.17 0.16 0.15 0.14 0.13 2016.Video 2017.Video 0.16 0.14 0.12 100.10 P@ m0.08 A 0.06 0.04 0.02 0
2017.Image 2017.Video Figure 3.2: Analysis of the employed features: Year.Type represents the year of
the data (2016 or 2017) and its type (Image or Video). Official metrics for 2016 data is mAP and for 2017
is mAP@10. For comparison, we also provide mAP for 2017. We represent both the participating systems
from MediaEval benchmark as well as state-of-the-art approaches from literature (marked with a red
circle). Feature-level analysis Our analysis of the content descriptors employed by the systems submitted
to this task attempts to bring to light the contributions of certain types of descriptors and, if possible,
make recommendations with regards to the approaches that are best suited for interestingness prediction.
We identified six main feature types that were employed by participants, as follows: traditional visual
features, audio, motion, deep learning-based features, conceptual and textual. Of course, many systems
use not one, but rather a combination of these types of descriptors, generating 18 employed
combinations. Figure 3.2 presents the results of these approaches. We also included systems developed
outside the MediaEval competition, as well as MAP performance for both years, allowing for better
comparisons. More precisely, our analysis shows that, with regards to image interestingness, systems that
use deep features perform, on average, better than others, with an average MAP of 0.2297, while for
video interestingness, traditional visual features 31 0.32 0.3 0.28 0.26 0.24 A0.22 P m 0.2 0.18 0.16 0.14
0.12 none pre-trained ne-tuned correlated Figure 3.3: System performance for concept generalization.
Blue dots represent sys- tems used for image interestingness prediction, while red dots represent systems
used for videos. perform better, with an average MAP of 0.1798. On the other hand, when analyzing the
fusion schemes employed by participants, we found that late fusion systems are the best performers on
average, for both the image and video subtasks. This analysis is further presented in Table 3.2. Table 3.2:
Average MAP for the analyzed systems, grouped by employed features and fusion scheme. visual deep
motion audio text concepts no fusion early fusion late fusion Image avg. mAP #systems 0.2258 34 0.2297
53 - - 0 0 0.2053 5 0.2157 11 0.2277 38 0.2260 35 0.2416 18 Video avg. mAP #systems 0.1798 49
0.1776 61 0.1704 0.1746 14 23 0.1721 6 0.1767 12 0.1768 51 0.1731 43 0.1878 30 Generalization
capabilities We analyze three types of system generalization capabilities: (i) concept generaliza- tion,
where we analyze the correlations between other concepts and interestingness, (ii) image-to-video
generalization, where we test whether systems that predicting im- age interestingness can represent
capable video interestingness predictors and finally 32 (iii) short-vs-long video generalization, where we
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compare testset performance on short and long videos. For concept generalization, we theorized four
types of systems, as shown in Fig- ure 3.3. Pre-trained systems represent methods that are pre-trained
on unrelated data, such as general image or action classification, fine-tuned systems represent methods
that initially trained on general classification tasks and then re-trained on Interestingness10k, correlated
systems represent methods that use data from other correlated concepts like emotional content or
memorability prediction, and finally, none represent systems that use none of these generalization
schemes, thus being trained solely on Interestingness10k data. The primary observation in this analysis is
that, for the image prediction subtask, pre-trained systems significantly outper- form other types of
systems, with an average MAP of 0.2405, compared to 0.2208 for systems with no generalization.
Unfortunately, no such statistical relevance is found for the video prediction systems. During this analysis,
we identified some datasets and models that use positively or negatively correlated concepts and that are
used in various system training stages. Some examples would include the methods of Shen et al. [150],
that use a dataset of 0.2 million images extracted from Flick, according to their social interestingness API
7 in the pre-training stage, or Erdogan et al. [56] that extracts the fully connected weights of the MemNet
model [102]. With regards to image-to-video generalization, we analyze systems that use the same
training schemes for predicting both image and video interestingness. This in- cludes using the same set
of features, training model and architectures, and pre- and post-processing methods. We also incorporate
video prediction systems that employ a simple statistical approach (such as averaging) when transforming
frame-level fea- tures to a global video descriptor. While only ten systems fall into this category, the
correlation between image MAP performance and video MAP performance for 7 https://www.flickr.com
/explore/interesting/ 33 those systems, calculated via Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient, is 0.546,
indicating that, although not a strict statistical proof, adapting image predictors to videos may represent a
good starting point. Finally, with regards to short-vs-long generalization capabilities, we separate the
short testing samples from the long testing samples in the 2017 edition of the task and calculate the
average MAP across these two sets. Results show an average MAP@10 of 0.0562 for short videos and
0.0751 for long videos. We attribute this to the video length difference, which may create a better
differentiation between interesting and noninteresting samples. Recommendations with regards to system
performance Finally, we drafted a set of important observations and recommendations regarding the
construction of an interestingness prediction system. These would include: - deep features (for images)
and traditional visual features (for videos) perform better than other types of descriptors; - late fusion
systems represent an obvious advantage when compared with systems that employ early or no fusion,
this observation being also supported by our pro- posed DNN-based ensembling model; - systems that
use more than one type of classifier or regressor tend to outperform single-classifier systems; - more
modern DNN approaches, like GSM-InceptionV3 [163], can have good per- formances, however they do
not surpass the current state-of-the-art; - upsampling can have a positive effect on system performance,
as shown in [150]; - system performance may benefit from pre-training on external data [176]. 3.1.2
Violence prediction The VSD96 dataset [34] is a publicly available dataset 8 9 and a common evalua- tion
framework designed for the detection of violent scenes in Hollywood-like and YouTube 10 movies. This
dataset is validated during the 2011 - 2015 editions of the MediaEval 11 Violent Scenes Detection tasks.
My main contributions to this dataset are as follows: (i) an overall analysis of systems that use this
dataset, and (ii) an analysis of the types of features employed for violence prediction. Datset description
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An overview of the dataset is presented in Table 3 .3. Overall, the dataset com- prises annotated data
from 31 full Hollywood movies, 86 YouTube videos, and 199 Hollywood-like movie clips. Several types of
annotations are utilized, varying across the different editions of the MediaEval task. For 2011, 2012, and
2013, videos are segmented at shot level, via a shot boundary detector algorithm, and annotations are
performed per individual shot. For 2012, 2013, and 2014, we also provide annota- tions at segment level,
containing a starting and an ending frame number per violent segment. Finally, for 2015 annotations are
done at the video clip level. Another level of annotations is represented by the definition of violence used
by the annotators: (i) an objective definition, i.e., annotators are asked to determine the videos that show
“physical violence or accident resulting in human injury or pain”, and (ii) a subjec- tive definition, i.e., a
video that “one would not let an 8-year old child see in a movie because it contains physical violence”.
Furthermore, several metrics are used for the different versions of this dataset: (i) Cost metric for 2011,
(ii) MAP@100 for 2012 and 2013, (iii) MAP2014 for 2014, and (iv) MAP for 2015. 8Data for 2011-2014
available at: https://www.interdigital.com/data_sets/ violent-scenes-dataset 9Data for 2015 available at:
http://liris-accede.ec-lyon.fr/ 10www.youtube.com 11http://www.multimediaeval.org/ Table 3.3: The
VSD96 dataset. We indicate the types of movie sources used (Hol- lywood, YouTube or Hollywood-like)
year of the task (2011-2015), number of source movies, their total duration in minutes, number of
segments extracted from the movies and the percentage of violent 2014 Movie types 2015 content. 2013
2012 2011 # movies duration (m) # segm % violence Hollywood movies dev dev test dev test dev test 12
3 3 7 1397 318 404 885 21617 4500 6570 11245 13.25 19.91 9.84 12.86 test 7 833 359 16.26 YouTube
videos test gen 86 157 86 44.47 Hollywood-like dev 100 1014 6144 4.42 movie clips test 99 784 4756
4.90 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.1 0 MAP Cost MAP MAP@100 MAP MAP@100 MAP MAP@100 MAP
MAP@100 MAP MAP2014 MAP MAP2014 MAP VSD2011H-obj.shot VSD2012H-obj.shot VSD2013H-obj.shot
VSD2013H-obj.seg. VSD2013H-subj.shot VSD2014H-subj.seg VSD2014YT-subj.seg VSD2015H-subj.clip
Figure 3.4: Overall performance representation. We present system performances per competition, per
task, using both the original metric used during the MediaEval competition and a MAP performance, in
order to allow for comparisons between editions. Boxplots are created as follows: interquartile range
(IQR) 50%, median values (red line), lower and upper adjacent values calculated as Q1 − 1.5 × IQR and
Q3 + 1.5 × IQR respectively. Overall system performance Our analysis of general system performance is
presented in Figure 3.4. Some improve- ments are evident in this analysis. For example, given the
objective (denoted obj ) definition of violence, from 2011 to 2013, MAP performance has increased,
reaching 0.51 for shot-level violence prediction. An analysis based on the definition of violence can be
performed, especially for the 2013 data, where both definitions are used on the same set of development
and training data. Here we can notice that for systems that used shots as inputs, higher MAP and
MAP@10 values are attained for the subjective definition of violence (denoted subj ). We attribute this to
better-balanced data, as there are more subjective violent samples than objective ones, i.e., 20.24% 36
compared with 10.49%, in the training set. Improvements have also been recorded in the 2014 version of
the task, where, for segment-level prediction, a MAP value of 0.7 is attained. Also encouraging are the
good results recorded on the YouTube gen- eralization dataset (denoted YT ). While systems for 2014 are
trained on Hollywood (denoted H ) movies, they are still capable of detecting violence in the
generalization tests performed on YouTube data, indicating that systems are well trained and could
perform well even in a more general understanding of violence. Also, for YouTube testing data, the class
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imbalance problem is significantly lower than Hollywood data, with 44.4% of this data being annotated as
violent. Finally, a significant decrease in performance is registered in 2015, with a maximum MAP of 0.29.
However, this may be explained as participants’ systems to the 2015 task are required to predict both
violence and emotional content in VA space. Feature-level analysis Our analysis of the employed features
shows that several types of descriptors are used in the composition of systems. These are: (i) traditional
visual features, (ii) audio features, (iii) conceptual features, (iv) deep learning features. Participants also
employ combinations of these four features, totaling up to 12 types of single- and multi-modality types of
features. While some single modality systems, such as Dai et al. [36], achieve good results by using just
traditional video features, with a MAP of 0.706 on VSD2014H-subj.seg, or Tan et al. [168] that uses an
extended set of conceptual features, achieving a MAP of 0. 675 and 0.674 on VSD2013H-shot.seg, mul-
timodal systems are better performers. On average, single modality systems achieve an average MAP of
0.208, while systems that employ multiple modalities have aver- age MAP results of 0.313, which
represents a significant improvement. Furthermore, with regards to multimodal systems, four categories
stand out, obtaining top results in certain subtasks: (i) visual and audio [72, 49], (ii) audio and 
conceptual [128], (iii) 37 visual, audio and conceptual [127, 145], and finally (iv) visual, audio and deep
[37]. Furthermore, with regards to late fusion, ensembling systems achieve an average MAP of 0.343,
thus further suggesting the advantages of late fusion schemes. 3.1.3 Memorability prediction The
MediaEval 2019 12 Predicting Media Interestingness dataset [31], is a dataset validated during the 2019
edition of the MediaEval Benchmarking Initiative. This task requires participants to accurately predict the
short- and long-term memorability for video samples. For this dataset, my main contribution is leading
the organization team during the MediaEval competition. Dataset description The dataset is annotated
with short- and long-term memorability ground-truth values, corresponding to human annotators’ ability
to remember whether they previously saw a video or not. For the short-term memorability, videos were
repeated in the same annotation cycle, only tens of minutes away from their first appearance, while the
long-term memorability is tested by the same annotators, 24-72 hours after the short- term cycle. The
dataset is composed of 10,000 short soundless videos,with an average length of 7 seconds. The data is
split into 80% development set data, corresponding to the videos that participants must use to develop
their systems and 20% testing data. For this task, the official metric is Spearman’s rank correlation.
MediaEval 2019 Predicting Media Interestingness During this edition of the Predicting Media
Interestingness task, eight teams partic- ipated in both the short- and long-term tasks. Results are
encouraging, as shown in Table 3.4. The best performing systems are developed by Azcona et al. [7], with
a correlation of 0.528 on the short-term prediction task and Reboud et al. [134], with a correlation of
0.277 on the long-term task. Considering the improvement in top results recorded in 2019 compared with
2018 and the fact that every system pre- sented at this edition performs above 2018’s average correlation
score, we consider 12http://www.multimediaeval.org/mediaeval2019/ 39 Table 3.4: Results during the
2019 Predicting Media Interestingness task. For com- parison, we also present the best and average
results from the 2018 edition of this task. Team Best short-term result Best long-term result Insight@DCU
[7] 0.528 0.27 MeMAD [134] 0.522 0.277 Best 2018 0.497 0.257 UPB-L2S [32] 0.477 0.232 RUC [181]
0.472 0.216 EssexHubTV [111] 0.467 0.203 TCNJ-CS [177] 0.455 0.218 HCMUS [172] 0.445 0.208 GIBIS
[142] 0.438 0.199 Average 2018 0.359 0.173 this edition to be a success, driving forward the
computational understanding of me- dia memorability. Some general trends and processing methods that
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improve system performance are: using ensemble or late fusion systems, deep features, and feature
dimensionality reduction. 3.1.4 Content recommendation The MMTF-14K [41] is a publicly available
dataset 13 that creates a collection of data for Hollywood movie trailer recommendation systems. While
most recommender sys- tems and datasets base their decisions on metadata-like features, consisting of
user ratings, movie genres, and other related descriptors, this dataset also provides audio and visual
features that can help the recommendation process, creating a multimodal decision system. My main
contribution to this dataset is represented by the compu- tation of visual deep learning-based features
and visual aesthetic features. Dataset description The dataset is based on ratings and movies extracted
from the popular MovieLens 14 dataset. User ratings are expressed on a scale of 1 to 5 stars, while the
entire dataset is composed of 13,623 movie trailers, for which approximately 138 thousand users cre-
ated over 12 million individual ratings. This dataset also provides metadata features that describe the
movie’s genre and user-generated tags, audio features represented by BLF and i-vector features, and
finally, a set of visual features extracted from the AlexNet [107] DNN and aesthetic visual features as
presented in [38, 101, 112, 78]. The MRR, MAP, and R metrics are calculated at different cutoff points
(i.e., 4 and 10). These features, along with their early fusion combinations, constitute a baseline collection
of methods that can be used as a baseline for comparing future methods employed by researchers who
want to use this dataset. Visual features The aesthetic visual features are a collection of descriptors,
aggregated by Haas et al. [78] and developed in several works on image aesthetics [38, 101, 112]. This
set of 26 13https://zenodo.org/record/1225406.Xw830s8zaXw 14https://movielens.org/ features targets
image aesthetics from three different perspectives: color-, texture- and object-based aesthetics. We
present three possible feature early fusion combinations: individual features, features grouped according
to the three perspectives, and a fusion scheme containing all the features. For the deep AlexNet [107]
features, we extract the output values of the fully connected fc7 layer. We provide video-level
aggregation for both these features and their early fusion combinations starting from frame-level feature
extraction via simple statistical aggregation, i.e., average, median, average + variance, and median +
median absolute deviation. 3.2 Predicting media interestingness 3.2 .1 Introduction In this chapter, we
present the contributions concerning the prediction of media inter- estingness. We propose implementing
SVM-based learning systems that use several visual features [27] as well as learning systems based on
the use of aesthetic features and late fusion [28, 30]. The main contributions consist of applying a set of
tradi- tional visual features and a set of finely-grained aesthetic features to the domain of visual
interestingness prediction and applying late fusion schemes in order to improve final system performance.
Experiments with these approaches are carried out in the context of two consecutive benchmarking
campaigns that provide two incremental datasets for both image and video interestingness prediction,
namely the MediaEval 2016 [48] and 2017 [47] Predicting Media Interestingness tasks. 3.2.2 SVM-based
learning systems Motivation As summarized in our literature survey paper [33], the concept of visual
interesting- ness in highly subjective. Current state-of-the-art literature shows several concepts to be
both positively and negatively correlated with interest. For example, while Gygli et al. [74] show valence
as a positive contributor to interest, Turner and Sil- via [173] show it to be negative, other examples
including popularity [77, 90] and coping potential [155, 160]. While many factors can create and increase
this type of subjectivity, one of the most important factors is the human annotators’ personal preferences
and opinions. Considering these factors, we decide to use a set of features that are traditionally used in
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the creation of image descriptors, thus testing a diverse baseline for this task. We present this approach
in our paper [27]. Media samples Feature extraction Feature set Feature fusion SVM Results Figure 3. 5: 
The diagram of the proposed SVM-based method. The three main stages (Feature extraction, Feature
fusion and SVM) are highlighted in blue. Previous work Several works have studied the contribution of
visual features to media interesting- ness prediction. For example, Soleymani [160] uses HOG, LBP, and
GIST [123] as visual features, and trained these features using a regression that employs sparse data
approximation [122] for image interestingness. Other approaches include us- ing colorfulness [38],
arousal values [116], JPEG compression size and edge distribu- tion [101] in [74] and a semantic content
detection algorithm based on Fast-RCNN [69] developed in [117]. For video interestingness prediction,
Jiang et al [96] use tradi- tional and high-level attribute features, including HSV color histogram, SIFT,
GIST, Classemes [170] and style attributes [120]. Gygli and Soleymani [77] also use a set of visual
descriptors, while Jou et al [98] implements a set of sentiment-based features. Proposed approach Our
approach consists of three phases, as described in Figure 3.5 and is described in [27]. The first stage
consists of processing the media samples by employing a set of features extractors, while the second
stage consists of applying feature-level fusion. Finally, the last stage consists of using an SVM-based
approach for classifying the media samples. A set of seven descriptors are extracted for each media
sample. These features include: (i) color histogram calculated in the HSV space (denoted HSVHist), (ii) 44
dense SIFT transform with a 300 words codebook (SIFT), (iii) Local Binary Pat- terns (LBP), (iv) HoG
descriptors calculated over densely sampled patches (HOG), (v) GIST computed with Gabor-like features
(GIST), (vi) a couple of features ex- tracted from the FC7 and Prob layers of the AlexNet architecture
[107] (ANfc7 and ANprob) and (vii) the color naming histogram proposed in [175], that provides a lower-
dimensional space of values for the colors in an image. For image processing, each sample is represented
by this collection of feature vectors. In contrast, for video processing, we create a global video-level
descriptor by averaging the vectors of all the individual frames. Regarding the feature-level fusion, we
choose every combination of two individual features and, starting from that point, combinations of three
best performing features, thus creating a total of 39 feature combinations for each subtask. As previously
mentioned, the final stage is represented by an SVM-based learning method. To maximize the system’s
performance, we choose a broad set of experiments and start by implementing polynomial, RBF, and
linear kernels. The following SVM parameters are tested for the polynomial kernels in order to optimize
the results: - polynomial degree (denoted d) with values of 1, 2 and 3 × k, where k ∈ [1, ..., 10]; -
gamma coefficient (denoted γ) with values of 2k, where k ∈ [0, ...6]; while for the RBF kernels the
following parameters are tested: - cost (denoted c) - gamma, both with values of 2k, where k ∈ [−4, ...,
8]. Experimental setup These methods are tested in the context of the MediaEval 2016 Predicting Media
Interestingness Task [48]. The task defines interestingness in a Video-On-Demand use case, where
participants are tasked with selecting images and videos that are 45 most interesting for a “common
viewer”. This dataset is presented and detailed in Section 3.1.1. Experimental results The experiments are
carried out in two stages. While in the initial stage, using a 10-fold cross-validation method, we select the
best- performing methods with regards to MAP performance on the devset, in the final stage, we run the
best-performing systems on the testset, thus obtaining the final system performance. As a general
observation, all the best-performing systems use polynomial kernel. Given the limit of five submissions
per team for the final testing stage, we start by selecting the best five performers for the image and video
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subtasks on the devset, presented in Table 3.5. While for the image subtask, the top system with regards
to the MAP metric is a polynomial SVM with d = 15 and γ = 2 that uses HSV histogram and GIST features,
achieving a MAP score of 0.214, for the video subtask, a polynomial SVM represents the top system with
GIST and ANprob features, and d = 9 and γ = 5, achieving a MAP of 0.179. It is interesting to note that
systems that include early feature-level fusion outperform single-feature systems. For comparison, in the
image subtask, the best-performing single-feature system uses colornames, resulting in a MAP of 0.195,
while for the video subtask, it is represented by a GIST- based system that achieves a MAP of 0.148. In
the final stage, we use the top 2 image systems and the top 3 video systems. Finally, the selected
systems are run and tested on the testset. Their results are compared with the top performer and average
MAP score from the MediaEval 2016 Interestingness task and presented in Table 3.6. As provided by the
task organizers, we also present precision values for several cutoff points: 5, 10, 20, and 100. The
majority of the systems we submitted present better MAP results on the devset they were trained on, with
a single exception represented by the SIFT+ANprob 46 Table 3.5: Best results on devset for the image
and video subtasks. We present the subtask (image or video), features that compose the systems, type of
SVM employed and results for the Precision, Recall and MAP metrics. Task Feature SVM type (d, γ) 
Precision Recall MAP image HSVHist +GIST poly (18, 2) 0.224 0. 05 0. 214 image SIFT +GIST poly (3,
32) 0.16 0. 144 0. 211 image HSVHist+SIFT +GIST poly (9, 2) 0.3 0. 034 0. 197 image
colornames+any poly (3, 2) 0.143 0. 128 0. 195 image colornames poly (2, 8) 0.107 0. 517 0. 195 
video GIST+ ANprob poly (9, 4) 0.103 0. 083 0. 179 video ANfc7 +any poly (3, 4) 0.099 0. 095 0. 172 
video SIFT+ANprob poly (24, 64) 0.087 0. 192 0. 159 video GIST poly (6, 8) 0.121 0. 116 0. 148 video
SIFT poly (3,64) 0.109 0. 059 0. 147 run on the video subtask. Overall, for the image subtask, the
results were below the average MediaEval values, while for the video subtask, all the runs were over the
average MediaEval performance, without reaching the top performance. Considering MAP, the official
metric of this task, we achieve the highest performance for the submitted systems with an HSVHist +
GIST combination for the image subtask (M AP = 0.1714) and SIFT + ANProb for the video subtask (M AP
= 0.1629). Table 3.6: Final results of the selected systems on the testset. The results are com- pared with
the top performer (ME top) and average (ME avg) MAP from the Me- diaEval interestingness task. Results
are also compared with regards to Precision metric (P) ar different cutoff values (5, 10, 20, and 100).
Subtask System MAP P@5 P@10 P@20 P@100 image ME top [114] 0.2336 - - - - image ME avg 0.2009 -
- - - image HSVHist+GIST 0.1714 0.1077 0.1346 0.1423 0.0869 image SIFT+GIST 0.1398 0.0462 0.0808
0.1000 0.0862 video ME top [3] 0.1815 - - - - video SIFT+ANprob 0.1629 0.1154 0.1500 0.1192 0.0819
video GIST+ANprob 0.1574 0.0923 0.1269 0.1212 0.0812 video ANfc7+HSVHist 0.1572 0.1231 0.1000
0.1077 0.0815 video ME avg 0.1572 - - - - 3.2.3 Aesthetic features and late fusion learning systems
Motivation Given the previous results [27] presented at the MediaEval 2016 interestingness task, the need
to implement methods that are more tuned for interestingness prediction becomes more apparent. As
presented in our literature survey paper, [33], aesthetic appeal and interestingness are quite often studied
together. Previous works in psy- chology [87] and user studies [74] found a positive correlation between
aesthetics and interest. While some authors also found negative or low correlations between these two
concepts [146], we nonetheless decide to extract a set of aesthetic-based features, developed in [38,
112, 101] and use these features for the prediction of media interest- ingness. We test this approach on
the MediaEval 2016 [48] and 2017 [47] Predicting Media Interestingness Task datasets. We present these
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in two of our papers [30, 28]. Previous work Starting from psychological works and user studies from
literature, some authors have previously used aesthetic-based computer vision methods for the prediction
of media interestingness. However, these approaches usually use few aesthetic ques, under the form of a
low-dimensional feature vector. For example, Gygli et al.[74] used an aesthetic descriptor, composed of
colorfulness values [38], arousal [116], complexity based on JPEG size and contrast and edge distribution
[101]. Jou et al. [98] used simple visual features often associated with aesthetics such as brightness and
balance, in creating a baseline for comparing their proposed systems. Proposed approach Our approach
uses a set of aesthetic feature extractors developed in [38, 112, 101, 78], that are trained using SVM
classifiers with polynomial, RBF, and linear kernels. We 48 Media samples Feature extraction Feature set
Feature fusion SVM Results Results Results Late fusion Figure 3. 6: The diagram of the proposed
aesthetic-based method. The four main stages (Feature extraction, Feature fusion, SVM and Late fusion)
are highlighted in blue. attempt to increase system results by employing two types of fusion experiments:
early fusion and late fusion schemes. A graphical representation of these systems is presented in Figure
3.6. With regards to the aesthetic descriptors, three main groups of features are used in this work, as
described in [78]: (i) color-based features, (ii) texture-based features, and (iii) object or segmentation-
based features. Some of these are heavily inspired by research conducted in correlated domains, such as
color theory, photographic prac- tices, and image composition. The following features are part of the
color-based group: - Color values in HSV and HSL space implemented as average over the three space
components (denoted HSV, HSL); - Colorfulness implemented as quadratic-form distance and as Earth-
Mover dis- tance [101], and as standard deviation [78]; - Hue statistics, according to the findings in [112,
101] that study the importance of hues on human aesthetic perception (HueDesc); - Hue models
presence, as Li et al. [112] proposed a set of 9 hue combinations that are more pleasant (HueModel); -
Brightness, calculated as brightness contrast across the image according to the methods presented in
[112]; 49 - Average HSV values, based on the Rule of the Thirds from image composition theory, as
presented in [38] (aHSVRot); - Average HSL values calculated around the focal point of the image, as
presented in [112] (aHSLFocus). We employ the following texture-based features: - Edge, calculated as
edge energy as presented in [112, 101] and sum of edges [78]; - Range of textures, calculated at 3 × 3
bounding boxes as presented in [78] (denoted Texture); - Entropy of the red, green and blue spaces, as
described in [78] (RGBEntropy); - HSV Wavelet functions, a three level Daubechies wavelet transform,
implemented by [38]; - Low depth of field indicator, as presented in [38] (DoF). Finally, the following
object-based features are employed: - Size of the largest 5 segments in an image, as proposed by [38]
(denoted LargSegm); - Centroids for the 5 larges segments in an image, as described by [38]; - HSV and
brightness average values for the largest 5 segments, as proposed by [38, 112] (HueSegm, SatSegm,
ValSegm, BriSegm); - Color model for the largest 5 segments, calculated based on average color spread
and complementary colors [38] (ColorSegm); - Coordinates of the larges 3 segments, as presented by
[112] (CoordSegm); - Mass variance and skewness for the largest 3 segments [112] (MassVarSegm,
SkewSegm); - Contrast between segments, between the HSV and blur attributes, as described in [112]
(ContrastSegm). 50 We use the same early fusion and SVM training parameter variance schemes like
those presented in Chapter 3.2.2. Furthermore, in the final step, we deploy a series of traditional
statistical late fusion methods to increase system performance. In general, late fusion, or ensemble 
learning, is defined as a series of methods that, by combining the classification or regression outputs of
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several weaker learning systems, called inducers, can provide a better set of predictions for a given
problem. The methods we use in this work are the following: (i) CombSum, (ii) CombMin, (iii) CombMax,
(iv) CombMean. The first of these methods consists of summing the prediction outputs of the inducer
systems, while CombMin and CombMax take the minimum and the maximum value respectively of the
inducer’s prediction outputs. The last method consists of a weighted summing of the inducer outputs,
according to the formula: N CombMean(Img) = wioi (3.1) ∑i=1 where N represents the number of
inducers selected for the experiment, oi repre- sents the outputs of individual inducers and wi represents
the weight applied to each inducer. For our experiments, we choose the following values for wi: wi =
2ran1k(i) . The rank(i) function returns 0 for the best performing inducer, 1 for the second best and so
on. Experimental setup Experiments are conducted on the datasets presented at the MediaEval 2016 [48]
and 2017 [47] Predicting Media Interestingness Task. While the 2016 version of this dataset was also used
for the experiments in Chapter 3.2.2, the 2017 version represents an extension of that dataset, with more
samples for the training and testing sets. Also, for the 2016 version of the dataset, we only conducted
experiments on the image subtask. Both the datasets are presented and detailed in Section 3.1.1. 51
Table 3.7: Final results of the systems on the MediaEval 2016 image Interestingness testset. These results
are compared with the top performer (ME top) and average value (ME avg) presented during the
benchmarking competition, according to the official MAP metric. Our top five systems are presented, all of
them being late fusion systems, along with the best early fusion and inducer system. Approach MAP
Description Late fusion 0.2485 CombMax (aHSVWavelet + HueSegm + SatSegm and SatSegm +
MassVarSegm + SkewSegm) Late fusion 0.2451 CombMean (aHSVWavelet + HueSegm + SatSegm and
SatSegm + MassVarSegm + SkewSegm and HSL + LargSegm + BrightSegm) Late fusion 0.2448
CombMean (aHSVWavelet + HueSegm + SatSegm and SatSegm + MassVarSegm + SkewSegm)
CombSum (aHSVWavelet + HueSegm + SatSegm and Late fusion 0. 2408 CombMax (aHSVWavelet +
HueSegm + SatSegm and SatSegm + MassVarSegm + SkewSegm) Late fusion 0.2403 SatSegm +
MassVarSegm + SkewSegm and HSL + LargSegm + BrightSegm) Early fusion 0.2363 SatSegm +
MassVarSegm + SkewSegm ME top [114] 0.2336 Inducer 0.2057 aHSVWavelet or SatSegm ME avg
0.2009 Experimental results Regarding the 2016 version of the dataset, the results of the experiments are
presented in [30]. Similar to the experiments presented in Chapter 3.2.2, individual features performed
worse than early and late fusion combinations. Table 3.7 presents the results. It is interesting to note
that, even though individual inducer systems did not outperform the MediaEval top system, represented
by Liem et al [114], they did perform above average. The five best performing inducers are, in order of
MAP performance: aHSVWavelet and SatSegm, both with a MAP of 0.2057 and HSV with a MAP of 0.2051.
We record an increase in performance when employing early fusion schemes. In this case, early fusion
results surpass the top MediaEval performance. The best early fusion schemes are as follows: SatSegm +
MassVarSegm + SkewSegm 52 with a MAP of 0.2363, aHSVWavelet + HueSegm + SatSegm MAP
performance of 0.2261 and HSL + LargSegm + BrightSegm with a MAP of 0.2232. The late fusion
systems achieve even better performances. Table 3.7 presents the top five late fusion systems. In this
case, the best performing system is a CombMax late fusion scheme, applied to early fusion feature
combinations of aHSVWavelet + HueSegm + SatSegm and SatSegm + MassVarSegm + SkewSegm,
attaining a MAP score of 0.2485. Interestingly, object-based features predominantly produce better results
in this experimental setup, whether they are employed in early or late fusion experiments. This
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observation may indicate a human annotator preference towards judging the interestingness of images
based on the most salient objects in the scene. The second part of our experiments is carried out on the
MediaEval 2017 dataset, both for the image and video subtasks. The results are presented in Table 3.8.
Systems developed for the video subtask perform better, having results above the average MediaEval
score. The best performing system on the image subtask is a CombMean late fusion scheme that uses
aHSVRot + aHSLFocus and HSV + MasVarSegm + LargSegm early fusion features (MAP@10 = 0.5555),
while on the video subtask, it is again a CombMean late fusion scheme that uses LargSegm + ValSegm
and Texture + MassVarSegm and Edge + Texture early fusion features (MAP = 0.0732). As is the case for
the 2016 experiments, the late fusion systems perform better than the early fusion systems, which in turn
perform better than the individual inducers. Another general observation is that the RBF kernel shows
optimal results for this dataset. Surprisingly, better results are achieved for the video subtask than for the
image subtask. This may result from the training phase, which is adapted to a MAP@10 setting, which
perhaps does not allow for a good enough separation and therefore training between the image samples.
Finally, we observe that CombMin and CombSum strategies do not improve the results of their individual
inducer components. 53 Table 3.8: Final results of the systems submitted at the MediaEval 2017
Interesting- ness task. These results are compared with the top performer (ME top) and average value
(ME avg) presented during the benchmarking competition, according to the of- ficial MAP@10 metric and
to the additional MAP metric. For the proposed systems, results on the devset are also presented. Subtask
Approach MAP@10 devset MAP testset MAP@10 testset ME top [131] - 0.3075 0.1385 ME avg - 0.2402
0.0876 image CombMean (aHSVRot + aHSLFocus and HSV + MassVarSegm + LargSegm) 0.0793 0.1873
0.0555 CombMean (HSVWavelet + aHSVWavelet + aHSLFocus and HSV + HSL + aHSLFocus and HSV +
MassVarSegm) 0.0793 0.1851 0.0529 CombMax (HSV + HSL + aHSLFocus andaHSVRot + aHSLFocus
and HSV + MassVarSegm + LargSegm) 0.0821 0.1791 0.0463 CombMax (HSV + HSL + aHSLFocus and
aHSVRot + aHSLFocus) 0.0803 0.1789 0.0442 ME top [8] - 0.2094 0.0827 video CombMean(LargSegm +
ValSegm and Texture + MassVarSegm and Edge + Texture) 0.0725 0.2028 0.0732 CombMax (LargSegm
+ ValSegm and Texture + MassVarSegm) 0.0753 0.1937 0.0619 CombMax (Edge + Texture and HSV +
MassVarSegm) 0.0732 0.1937 0.0619 ME avg - 0.1845 0.0827 CombMax (Edge + Texture and HSV +
MassVarSegm and HSL + Colorfulness) 0.0723 0.1843 0.0571 CombMax (LargSegm + ValSegm and
Texture + MassVarSegm and Edge + Texture) 0.0737 0.1819 0.0564 3.2.4 Conclusions In this chapter, we
presented our participation [27] at the MediaEval 2016 Predict- ing Media Interestingness Task [48], that
uses a set of traditional visual features and SVM-learning systems, a continuation of that work [30] on the
same dataset that implements a set of aesthetic-based features and late fusion schemes, and the appli-
cation of our aesthetic-based system [28] on the MediaEval 2017 Predicting Media Interestingness Task
[47]. To the best of our knowledge, our experimental results with 54 aesthetic -based systems on the
2016 image subtask still represent the current state- of-the-art, therefore proving the value of such an
approach and further exploring the correlations between visual aesthetics and interestingness.
Furthermore, the improve- ments brought by the late fusion approaches can represent an important
precedent for future developments. 3.3 Predicting violent scenes 3.3.1 Introduction In this section, we
present our contribution to the prediction of violent scenes in movies and in YouTube 15 surveillance
videos. This approach employs a ConvL- STM [182] structure that processes visual features created by
processing video frame differences with a VGG [157] network. Experiments with this approach are
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validated on two datasets: the MediaEval 2015 Violent Scene Detection dataset [158] and the VIF datset
[83]. 3.3.2 Temporal deep learning systems Motivation The detection of violent scenes and events is an
inherently temporal analysis; there- fore, we choose to implement state-of-the-art approaches with
regards to the analysis of video sequences. While traditional methods based on motion features such as
STIP and HMP [168] have been tested in literature, we wish to continue our work in ana- lyzing top-
performing systems [34], presented in Chapter 3.1.2, by adding this study that contains a state-of-the-art
network. Proposed approach Our detection algorithm consists of an end-to-end temporal DNN with the
ability to gather and recognize spatio-temporal information in video samples. The system does not directly
use video frames as input for the processing stage, but differences be- tween consecutive video frames,
as proposed by [164]. By changing the input in this particular way, Sudhakaran et al. propose that the
feature extracting networks will 15www.youtube.com 57 Figure 3.7: The diagram of the proposed
solution. We highlight the main compo- nents, including the frame aggregator, VGG feature processor,
ConvLSTM temporal aggregator and final FC layers. be trained from the start with an internal motion
correlation between its hyperpa- rameters. The frame differences are passed after the initial stage to a
VGG-19 DNN model [157], which will encode a set of features for each pair of frame differences. In the
final phase, ConvLSTM [182] layers will process the output of the VGG network. The particular setup of
the ConvLSTM layer for this experiment is as follows. We use 256 filters with a dimension equal to 3 × 3,
thus obtaining an output of 256 features for each processed video segment. Videos are processed with a
variable-sized window of frames, equating to approximately 1 second. The final layers are fully connected
with a size of 512 neurons each, and process the ConvLSTM output in order to obtain a final decision.
This network architecture is presented in Figure 3.7. Experimental setup Experiments are carried out on
two different datasets. The first one is the MediaEval 2015 Violent Scenes Detection task [158], which
contains samples extracted from Hollywood-like movies. The composition of this dataset is detailed and
described in Chapter 3.1.2. The second one is the VIF dataset [83], composed of short videos extracted
from YouTube. In total, the VIF dataset is composed of 267 individual video files, with a total duration of
30 minutes, split into 246 files in the training set, and 21 in the testing set. While this represents a much
shorter dataset than MediaEval VSD, analyzing results in this setup will show how well the network can
generalize to multiple data sources. Scenes in the VIF dataset are composed of crowd- based violence,
being captured by normal security cameras, and the metric used by this dataset is Accuracy. Experimental
results Experimental results are presented in Table 3.9, where they are also compared with the current
state-of-the-art performer on each respective dataset. The results for this approach are promising, with a
maximum MAP value of 0.271 on the 2015 VSD dataset, representing a lower performance when
compared with the current top result presented in [37], that achieves a MAP of 0.296, but with better
results on the VIF dataset, i.e., an accuracy of 0.89, compared with the previous top results of 0.863
presented in [67]. Regarding the size of the window of frames, we tested values in {15, 20, 25, 30, 35}.
While the best results, calculated on the VSD dataset are achieved for a window of size 30 (MAP = 0.271),
a larger window of 35 frames also performs well, with a MAP of 0.270. Table 3.9: Results of the proposed
violence detection system, including comparison with state-of-the-art results on the respective datasets.
For the MediaEval VD dataset results are presented using the official MAP metric, while for the VIF
dataset results are presented according to the Accuracy metric. Method Window config. VSD2015 (MAP)
VIF (Acc) SOA - 0.296 [37] 0.863 [67] Our system 30 0.271 0.89 3.3.3 Conclusions In this chapter, we
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presented our approach for the task of predicting violent scenes in video samples. We developed an
LSTM-based DNN, and tested the performance of this architecture on two datasets that target violence in
Hollywood-like movies and surveillance videos extracted from YouTube. Results are promising, with the
proposed approach performing above the current state of the art on the surveillance dataset. 3.4
Predicting media memorability 3.4 .1 Introduction In this chapter, we present the contributions to the
prediction of media memorability. Our paper [32] proposes the implementation of aesthetic and action
recognition based systems to the memorability domain, and result augmentation via the implementation
of a final late fusion step. My contributions to this work are represented by the implementation of the
action recognition based systems and the implementation of late fusion schemes. Our approaches are
tested on the publicly available dataset published during the MediaEval 2019 Predicting Media
Memorability task [31]. 3.4.2 Action-based deep learning systems Motivation In video processing, newly
developed action recognition systems based on deep neu- ral networks represent state-of-the-art
approaches. These networks take advantage of temporal layers, such as LSTM layers [89], included in
their architectures in order to produce better results on temporal data. Networks such as AssembleNet
[139] or I3D [19] consistently represent state-of-the-art approaches at their moment of pub- lication. We
believe that using such networks would provide good results for the prediction of media memorability by
accurately encoding temporal features associ- ated with the video samples. Previous work The concept of
memorability has been intensely studied by researchers in psychology, computer vision, and human
studies. The memorability of an image is shown to be an intrinsic propriety of the image [92, 103].
Furthermore, Shepard [151] shows that 61 human visual memory has a surprisingly massive storage
capacity for memorizing vi- sual samples. From a computer vision perspective, several methods for
predicting the memorability of images and videos have been tested. Generally, high-level approaches are
shown to have better performance [102] with regards to memorability prediction. Good results are also
achieved with some DNN-based approaches, in [60] that use an AlexNet [107] based model for creating
memorable video summaries, and [25] that use several models for frame-level memorability prediction or
the MemNet approach of [102]. Proposed approach For this approach, we use several DNN models that
are pre-trained on image aes- thetics and action recognition. For the aesthetic based models, a
ResNet-101 archi- tecture [84] is fine-tuned on the memorability data. At the same time, for the action
recognition DNNs the TSN [179] and I3D [19] networks are used as feature extractors and augmented 
with the C3D features [171] provided by the task organizers. Action recognition features are passed
through a dimensionality reduction step, based on PCA, and training is processed via an SVR model. A
final step involves the use of late fusion schemes. The outline of this approach is presented in Figure 3.8.
The aesthetic based architecture is described in Kang et al. [99], where the au- thors train the
ResNet-101 architecture on the AVA dataset [120] for aesthetic value prediction. For the prediction of
short and long-term memorability of videos, the model is fine-tuned on the memorability dataset, using 
key-frames extracted in two ways: (i) from the 4th, 5th and 6th second of each video and (ii) one frame
from every second in the video. We extract the “Mixed 5” layer and use it as a feature from the I3D
model, trained on the Kinetics dataset [100], while the “Inception 5” layer is extracted from the TSN
model, trained on the UCF101 dataset [161]. We perform preliminary tests 62 Aesthetics ResNet-101
Fine-Tuning Fine-Tuned Run 1 ResNet-101 I3D I3D features Feature Run 2 Extraction TSN TSN features
PCA SVR Run 3 C3D features Run 5 LF Run 4 Figure 3.8: The diagram of the proposed solution. We
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represent the aesthetic-based network (ResNet-101) and action recognition networks (I3D, TSN, and the
organizer provided C3D), their fine-tuning or extraction process and learning process, and the final late
fusion (LF) stage. The components of the five individual runs submitted to the MediaEval Predicting Media
Memorability task are also represented (Run 1 - Run 5). with regards to individual I3D and TSN features,
but also with regards to their early fusion combinations with the provided C3D feature. These preliminary
tests favor the early fusion combinations. Finally, an SVR model is used to train these features under a
randomized 4-fold data split. We tune the parameters of this SVM model using an RBF kernel with C and
gamma parameters taking values of 10k, where k ∈ [−4, ..., 4]. Finally, we test three late fusion schemes
that merge the action recognition sys- tems’ prediction outputs, as well as the best action recognition
system with the aesthetic-based model prediction output. The three schemes are CombMax, Comb- Min
and CombMean and they are implemented in the same way as presented in Chapter 3.2.3 Experimental
setup Experiments are carried out on the MediaEval 2019 Predicting Media Memorability task [31]. The
setup of this dataset, including the number of samples and data splits, 63 Table 3.10: Results of the
proposed memorability systems, including preliminary tests on the devset and official results on the 
testset, according to the official Spearman’s ρ metric. We also include a comparison with the top and
average scores registered at the MediaEval task. The five runs are denoted r1 - r5. Run System
description Devset - Spearman’s ρ short-term long-term Testset - Spearman’s ρ short-term long-term r5
r2 r4 r1 r3 ME top [7, 134] LF Aesthetic + Action (r1 + r2) Action (TSN + I3D) ME avg LF Action (r2 + r3)
Aesthetic Action (C3D + I3D) - 0.494 0.473 - 0.466 0.448 0.433 - 0.265 0.259 - 0.200 0.230 0.204
0.528 0.477 0.450 0.448 0.439 0.401 0.386 0.277 0.232 0.228 0.206 0.218 0.203 0.184 is presented
and detailed in Chapter 3.1.3. A full comparison with results from other participants to the MediaEval
benchmarking competition can also be found in that section of the thesis. Experimental results The
experiments are again carried out in two stages. While the first stage represents the development and
validation of the systems on the devset, the second stage rep- resents the deployment of the selected
systems on the testset. Results are presented in Table 3.10, where they are also compared with the top
performer and the average scores from the MediaEval task. As previously mentioned, several variations
are used in the training stage of the aesthetic DNN approach. For the short-term memorability task, two
training ap- proaches, i.e., training with the 5th frame and training with one frame per second, produce
similar scores, with a Spearman ρ = 0.448, while in the long-term memora- bility task using the 5th
frame produces better results, with a Spearman ρ = 0.230. Considering that the large majority of videos
in this dataset present only one visual scene, a more extensive training dataset, as is the case for the
multi-frame approach, may not be beneficial, as all frames in a video could be similar. In general,
however, there is little difference between the results reported for these different approaches. 64 For the
action recognition systems, individual systems are outperformed by early fusion schemes. Results for
individual systems on the devset are as follows for the short-term memorability: TSN ρ = 0.418, I3D ρ =
0.401 and C3D ρ = 0.3521. This performance further drops when the PCA processing is not implemented,
therefore proving the positive influence of dimensionality reduction schemes. The top 2 per- forming early
fusion combinations on the devset of action recognition network features are as follows: TSN + I3D, with
ρ = 0.473 for short-term and ρ = 0. 259 for long-term and C3D + I3D, with ρ = 0.433 on short-term and
ρ = 0.204 on long-term. We propose two late fusion combinations, namely one that would merge the two
best action recognition approaches and another one that would merge both the aes- thetics and the action
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recognition approaches. As shown in previous experiments presented in this work, CombMean and
CombMax produce better results than their inducers, with CombMean being the best performing late
fusion scheme. The final results on the testset, shown in Table 3.10, show that the best performing
system uses a late fusion combination of aesthetic network prediction outputs and action recognition early
fusion prediction outputs. Two of our runs perform above the MediaEval average results, namely the early
fusion of action features represented by the TSN and I3D and the late fusion approach that merges action
and aesthetic results. For the latter, the best results are ρ = 0.477 for short-term memorability and ρ = 
0. 232 for long-term memorability. 3.4.3 Conclusions In this chapter, we presented our participation at
the MediaEval 2019 Predicting Media Memorability task [31], that uses aesthetics and action recognition
based net- works for predicting short and long term memorability for video samples. The results recorded
during this competition are promising and continue to enforce the idea that 65 late fusion systems can be
successfully applied in order to increase the results of their individual inducers significantly. 3.5 Late
fusion with deep ensemble systems 3.5 .1 Introduction In this chapter, we present the contributions to 
the creation of deep ensembling sys- tems. Our works [162] and [29]16 propose the creation of ensemble
systems that use DNNs as the main ensembling driver. To the best of our knowledge, this type of ap-
proach represents a novelty in the field of information fusion, where so far, DNNs have only been used as
inducers for traditional fusion systems. My contribution to this work is represented by (i) the creation of
two novel 2-D and 3-D input transformation schemes that allow the use of multidimensional deep neural
layers, (ii) the implemen- tation of convolutional layers in ensembling systems, (iii) and the creation of a
novel DNN layer, specially designed for fusion systems, called the Cross-Space-Fusion layer. The proposed
systems are tested on several publicly available datasets published as part of several MediaEval tasks,
using as inducers the systems that participated at their respective tasks, as provided to us by the task
organizers. 3.5.2 Motivation As presented in some of the previous chapters, ensembling or late fusion
systems seem to be able to significantly increase the performance of inducer algorithms for subjec- tive
tasks such as visual interestingness 3.2.3 and memorability 3.4.2 prediction. Our findings in this domain
are supported by other works, where ensembles managed to achieve state-of-the-art results. Examples
regarding this would include video inter- estingness [180], video memorability [7], and emotional content
analysis [165], but also domains that do not deal with such subjective concepts, examples here including
the classification of human actions in videos [163]. While these approaches do use several late fusion
schemes, they do so on a lower scale, using few inducers or testing 16Paper under major review 67 their
approaches on a single dataset. Furthermore, the ensembling schemes proposed by these authors are
mostly represented by statistical methods, and we believe that using more inducers and employing better,
more modern, ensembling schemes will significantly improve performance. 3.5.3 Previous work So far,
ensembling systems have employed a set of traditional methods for driving the ensemble. Some examples
are already presented in this thesis, mainly statistical methods such as CombMin, CombMax, CombMean,
etc. Other popular methods from the literature include boosting methods such as AdaBoost [64] and
Gradient Boosting [65], bagging methods [14], methods based on random forests [15]. For a more
comprehensive understanding of late fusion systems, we refer the reader to some literature survey papers
that deal with this subject [70, 106, 140]. Many taxonomies of ensembles have been proposed, taking
into account the main ensembling method or inducer proprieties like combination [52, 148, 108], inducer
diversity [16], inducer dependency [140], and size of the ensemble [137]. However, as we previously
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men- tioned, our approach would represent a novelty with regards to the introduction of DNN algorithms
as the primary ensembling method and with regards to the number of systems employed by the
ensemble. 3.5.4 Proposed approach For any standard ensemble, given a set S of M samples si,i ∈ [1,M]
and a set F of N classifier or regression inducer algorithms fi,i ∈ [1,N], each algorithm will produce an
output for every given sample yi ,j,i ∈ [1,N],j ∈ [1,M], as follows: 68 y1,1 . . . y1,M [ ] . . . ⎪⎩ [ ] ⎢ yN,1 . .
. yN,M ⎣ ⎥ ⎦ S = s1 s2 ... sM ⎡ ⎤ ⎧ ⇒ Y = . . . (3.2) ⎪⎨ F = f1 f2 ... fN . . . Ensembling involves the creation of
an algorithm E, that aggregates the outputs of inducers and learns patterns in a training set composed of
individual inducer outputs and ground truth data. These patterns are then applied on the validation set, in
order to produce a new output for new samples, ei, i ∈ [1, ..., M ], that represents a better-tuned output
with regards to metric. The value space of ei can differ according to the type of task the ensemble
attempts to solve. For example, in regression tasks ei ∈ [0, 1] or [−1, 1], while in binary classification
tasks those values can be 0 or 1. Furthermore, for multi-label or multi-class classification, ei will be
represented by a vector of values, of equal size to the number of possible classes or labels. The proposed
DeepFusion approach deploys several types of DNN that take as input the set of inducer outputs Y and
produces a new set of ensembled outputs e, according to the positive and negative biases the DNN
managed to learn during the training process. We thus propose to start with the creation of a baseline
deep en- sembling system, based on a combination of variable-sized dense layers. This baseline will then
be augmented by the addition of convolutional layers, and finally, with the addition of the novel Cross-
Space-Fusion (CSF) layer. While dense based networks use a 1-dimensional input for each image and
video sample, convolutional and CSF layers use 2-dimensional or 3-dimensional inputs. The purpose of
these layers is sim- ilar to the purpose of convolutions in image processing: we will attempt to discover
and learn spatial correlations and patterns between input values that are spatially grouped together.
However, such information is impossible to extract from a 1-D vec- 69 tor of inputs that corresponds to
each sample, created by the outputs of individual inducers. We, therefore, create a set of input
transformation schemes that allow us to build 2D and 3D input structures, based on the similarity degree
between individual inducers, thus making possible the implementation of convolutional and CSF layers.
Dense networks Dense layers are known for being able to classify input data into output categories
accurately, thus representing an integral part of all DNN approaches. Considering their input-agnostic
nature, we theorize that building an initial baseline network that integrates several dense layers would
represent a valuable starting point in creating the network. A representation of a dense ensembling
architecture is presented in Figure 3.9. We choose to vary a set of parameters of these networks in order
to optimize its performance with regards to the tasks being studied. The following parameters are chosen:
(i) number of layers, with values of {5, 10, 15, 20, 25}; (ii)the number of neurons per layer, with values
of {25, 50, 500, 1000, 2000, 5000}; and (iii) the presence or absence of batch normalization layers. We
change the values of these parameters until the best results on the chosen datasets are achieved. ... ... ...
... Output Input Dense B.N. Figure 3.9: DeepFusion dense network architecture (DF-Dense): variable 
number of layers, number of neurons per layer and the presence or absence of Batch Normaliza- tion
(BN) layers. Input decoration We choose to pre-process the input data and decorate each element with
output scores and data from the most similar inducers to generate spatial information. Given an image or
video sample si, i ∈ [1, M ], each of the N inducer algorithms will produce a set of scores, Yi, as described
in Equation 3.3, and, as mentioned before, this kind of input has no intrinsic spatial correlation associated
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with it. In the first step of the input pre-processing technique, we analyze the correlation between the
individual inducers fi, i ∈ [1, N ]. This correlation can be determined by any standard method, such as
Pearson’s correlation score. However, to ensure an optimized learning process, we will use the same
metric as the one the task uses as its official metric. Given any fi, i ∈ [1, N ] inducer system, that
produces the vector f¯i of outputs across the entire set of samples, as described in Equation 3.4, and a
vector of corre- lation scores cri between this inducer and all the other inducers can be generated as
presented in Equation 3.5. To generate an appropriate spatial correlation, we must use the descending
ordered version of this vector, denoted crdi: Yi = (3.3) [ y1,i y2,i ... yN,i ] f¯i = f ¯ 1 f ¯ 2 [ ... f¯M ] (3.4)
cri = cr1,i cr2,i [ ... crN−1,i ] (3.5) As we previously mentioned, we consider both a 2D and 3D
representation of the decorated input space. For the 2D representation, named tr2D, we apply Equa- tion
3.6, and this input decoration scheme will be used for decorating the input for convolutional network
usage. On the other hand, the two Equations presented in 3.7 describe the 3D representation, tr3D, with
each of the two matrices being stored at different indexes in the 3rd dimension, creating a structure used
by the CSF layer. 71 c1 ,i,j r1 ,i,j c2 ,i,j tr2Di,j = ⎡ r4 ,i,j si,j r2,i,j ⎤ , (3.6) ⎢ c4 ,i,j r3 ,i,j c3 ,i,j ⎣ ⎦ ⎥ c1 ,i,j
c2 ,i,j c3 ,i,j r1,i,j r2,i ,j r3 ,i,j tr3Dci,j = ⎡ c8 ,i,j si ,j c4 ,i,j ⎤ ,tr3Dri,j = ⎡ r8 ,i,j 1 r4,i ,j ⎤ (3.7) ⎢ c7 ,i,j
c6 ,i,j c5 ,i,j ⎥ ⎢ r7 ,i,j r6 ,i,j r5 ,i,j In this example, each element si,j, representing the prediction output
produced ⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎥ ⎦ by inducer i for a sample j of the input to our neural network model, is decorated with
scores from similar systems, c1,i,j representing the most similar system, c2,i,j representing the second
most similar system and so on. For the r values of our new matrix we input the correlation scores for the
most similar system (r1,i,j), the second most similar (r2,i,j) and so on, with the value 1 as centroid,
corresponding to the initial si,j element. The outline of the 3D decoration method is presented in
Algortihm 1. The spatial dimension per media sample, before the decoration process is N, in other words,
equal to the number of inducer systems deployed. For the 2D approach, this dimension grows to (3 × N,
3), while for the 3D approach the size is (3 × N, 3, 2). Dense networks with convolutional layers A
general presentation of the employed convolutional architecture is depicted in Fig- ure 3. 10. After
processing the input and transforming it into a tr2D form, this input is fed into a convolutional layer.
Given the 3 × 3 padding of each element of the original input, we also choose to use a 3 × 3 filter in our
proposed architecture, there- fore obtaining 10 trainable parameters in this layer. We use a stride
parameter of 3, ensuring that each convolutional filter only processes similar systems. This structure is
followed by an average pooling layer that will bring the output of the convolution to 72 Algorithm 1:
Input pre-processing algorithm for inducer i, sample j Data: i,j,si,j,Yi = y1,i y2,i ... yN,i ,f¯i = f¯1 f¯2 ...
f¯M Result: Ci,j, Ri,j begin [ ] [ ] //create the empty structures; tr3Dci,j, tr3Dri,j ← zeros(3, 3);
//compute the crm correlations; for m ← 0 to M do crm ← zeros(M − 1, 2); //compute the crm
correlations for each inducer; if m! = i then crm[m, 0] ← CalcCorrelation(f¯i, f¯m); crm[m, 1] ← m; end
end //order the inducers according to their correlation; crm ← Sort(crm); //append the values to the 2-D
structures according to Eq. 3.7; for k ← 1 to 8 do tr3Dci,j ← AppendStructure(Yi[crm[k, 1]], k); tr3Dri,j ←
AppendStructure(crm[k, 0], k); end //append the central values; tr3Dci,j ← AppendStructure(si,j, 0);
tr3Dri,j ← AppendStructure(1, 0); return tr3Dci,j, tr3Dri,j; end the initial 1D input shape. We also test 1,
5, and 10 filters per convolution, allowing the network to perform a more extensive analysis of the
similarities. Dense networks with Cross-Space-Fusion layers Finally, we introduce the Cross-Space-Fusion
(CSF) layer, whose general design is presented in Figure 3.11. This layer takes the 3D tr3D array and, for
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each group of centroids (tr3Dc, tr3Dr ) learns a set of weights αk,i, βk,i, that process the 3D input as
follows: ... ... ... Convolution Input 2D decorated Input Dense Architecture Output Figure 3.10:
DeepFusion colvolutional network architecture (DF-Conv). Represented here are the input processing
stage, convolutional filters and trailing Dense Architec- ture. ... Dense Architecture Output ... ... Input
Decorated Input CSF AvgPool Figure 3.11: DeepFusion colvolutional network architecture (DF-Conv).
Represented here are the input decoration stage, CSF processing layer, Average Pooling layer and trailing
Dense Architecture. α1,i∗si+β1,i∗c1,i∗r1,i 2 ⎡ α8,i∗si+β8,i∗c8,i∗r8,i 2 α2,i∗si+β2,i∗c2,i∗r2,i 2 si
α3,i∗si+β3,i∗c3,i∗r3,i 2 α4,i∗si+β4,i∗c4,i∗r4,i ⎤ 2 (3.8) α7,i∗si+β7,i∗c7,i∗r7,i α6,i∗si+β6,i∗c6,i∗r6,i
α5,i∗si+β5,i∗c7,i∗r5,i 2 2 2 ⎣ ⎢ ⎥ ⎦ The number of parameters used by the CSF layer per each centroid pair is
16, thus generating 16 × N parameters that need to be trained, where N is the total number of inducers.
Average Pooling layers finally process the output of the CSF layer, thus generating a single value for each
(tr3Dci, tr3Dri) centroid group and, thus, outputting the same sized matrix as the input before the pre-
processing step. We test two different setups 74 for data processing. In the first setup, denoted 8S, all the
8-most similar inducer values are populated, while in the second setup, denoted 4S, only the 4-most
similar ones are populated, the rest of them being populated with zeros. Training protocol We propose
several essential steps in developing this late fusion approach. The first step consists of gathering all the
individual Yi vectors for each of the M samples in the training set. We then search for the best performing
dense architecture by using the setup presented in “Dense networks” with regards to the number of
layers, the number of neurons per layer, and the use of batch normalization. Results are tested against
the validation set. The best performing dense architecture is then augmented with convolutional layers in
the third step and with Cross-Space-Fusion layers in the fourth step. The input is modified for the use of
the convolutional and CSF layers, as described in “Input transforms”. For each network combination, 
training is performed for 50 epochs, with a batch size of 64. Loss function varied from experiment to
experiment: mean squared error for the regression experiments and binary crossentropy for the
classification and la- beling experiments. We use an Adam optimizer [104], with an initial learning rate of
0. 01. 3.5.5 Experimental setup We test our proposed methods on several types of datasets: these
datasets target one-class regression, multi-class regression, and multi-label prediction tasks. By test- ing
our proposed networks on this diverse set of tasks, we wish to prove that these methods are useful in a
large set of different circumstances and that they can be adapted, if needed, to a large number of use
cases. We deployed our methods on the following datasets: MediaEval 2017 Predicting Media
Interestingness [47] split into 75 an image subtask (denoted INT2017.Image) and a video subtask
(INT2017.Video), MediaEval 2015 Violent Scenes Detection [158] (VSD2015.Video), MediaEval 2018
Predicting Emotional Impact of Movies [43] split into an arousal (Aro2018.Video), valence (Val2018.Video)
and fear detection (Fear2018.Video), and finally the Image- CLEFmed 2019 Concept Detection [126]
(Capt2019.Image). While the interestingness and violence datasets are presented and analyzed in
Chapters 3.1.1 and 3.1.2, respectively, and represent one-class regression tasks, the emotional impact
and medical caption datasets represent new experiments. The Me- diaEval 2018 Emotional Impact of
Movies [43] is a data set for automatic recognition of emotion in videos, in terms of valence, arousal, and
fear. The data set offers anno- tations for two tasks, namely (i) valence and arousal prediction, a two-
class regression task, consisting of 54 training/validation movies with a total duration of approx. 27 
hours, and 12 testing movies with a total duration of approx. 9 hours, and (ii) fear de- tection, a binary
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classification task, consisting of 44 training/validation movies, with a total duration of more than 15 hours,
and 12 testing movies with a total duration of approx. 9 hours. On the other hand, the ImageCLEFmed
2019 Concept Detection is an automatic multi-label classification image captioning and scene
understanding data set [126] consisting of 56,629 training, 14,157 validation, and 10,000 test radi- ology
examples with multiple classes (medical concepts) associated with each image. In total, there are 5,528
unique concept identifiers, whereas the distribution limits per images in the training, validation, and test
sets are between 1-72, 1-77, and 1-34 concepts, respectively. In order to create an adequate baseline of
inducers, we used systems submitted to the respective tasks as inducer systems, as they have been
provided to us by the task organizers. Other setups would be impractical, as they would involve training a
large number of systems from the start, and considering that many times the authors of the proposed
systems do not provide their source code. Furthermore, task organizers 76 are only able to provide us the
system runs from the testset. Therefore we decided to create two types of splits on this inducer output
data. In this regard, the split samples are randomized, and 100 partitions are generated to assure
thorough coverage of the data, using two protocols: (i) 75% training and 25% testing (KF75), and (ii)
50% training and 50% testing (KF50). In order to avoid random splits that favor our type of approach, we
generate 100 of these partitions and report the results as average values between the 100 runs. We
would like to point out that, while this does not represent an accurate duplication of the original dev/test
split, it does represent a disadvantage for our training stage, as we will train our deep learning fusion
methods on less data than the original systems submitted to the MediaEval and ImageCLEF tasks. In this
respect, we used the following number of inducers for each of the experimental datasets: -
INT2017.Image - 33 systems, - INT2017.Video - 42 systems, - VSD2015.Video - 48 systems, -
Aro2018.Video and Val2018.Video - 30 systems, - Fear2018.Video - 18 systems, - Capt2019.Image - 58
systems. 3.5.6 Experimental results In the following section, we will present the results of our
experiments. For each task and set of experiments, we will provide two baselines. The first one is
composed of the top-performing systems, for each dataset, recorded both during the corresponding
MediaEval competition and outside of it, in state-of-the-art works. The second set of baseline 
experiments are represented by a set of traditional ensembling systems that include: CombMax,
CombMean, CombMean, CombAvg, CombSum, presented 77 Table 3.11: Final results for the convolutional
architecture (DF-Conv) experiments. These results are compared with the best results from the
MediaEval competition (ME top), best results from the state-of-the-art literature (SOA top), the best
results from the baseline fusion systems (Emb top) and with the best results of the dense archi- tecture
experiments (DF-Dense) for the INT2017.Image task (with official MAP@10 metric), INT2017.Video (with
official MAP@10 metric) and VSD2015.Video (with official MAP metric). The dataset split (dev/test, KF50
or KF75) used to produce the results is also presented. Dataset ME top SOA top Emb top DF-Dense DF-
Conv Dataset split dev/test dev/test KF50 KF75 KF50 KF75 KF50 KF75 INT2017.Image (MAP@10) 0.1385
[131] 0.156 [125] 0.1523 0.1674 0.2316 0.3355 0.2293 0.3436 INT2017.Video (MAP@10) 0.0827 [8]
0.093 [180] 0.0961 0.1129 0.1563 0.2677 0.1692 0.2799 VSD2015.Video (MAP) 0.296 [37] 0.303 [113]
0.3521 0.392 0.6192 0.6341 0.6281 0.6471 in previous chapters, and two boosting strategies, namely
AdaBoost [64] and gradient boosting [65]. Results for the convolutional architecture For the convolutional
architectures, we run tests on the INT2017.Image, INT2017.Video and VSD2015.Video datasets. The
results are presented in Table 3. 11. While the tra- ditional early fusion schemes did improve the results,
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with AdaBoost being the best performer for the INT2017.Image and INT2017.Video datasets and Gradient
boosting being the best performer for the VSD2015.Video dataset, their improvements are still small,
especially for the KF50 setup. On the other hand, both deep ensembling architectures significantly
increase per- formance. The best performer in these tests is the DF-Conv architecture. As we mentioned
in the description of the training protocol, the DF-Conv is built upon the best performing DF-Dense
architecture, in order to analyse if the addition of con- volutional layers over an already saturated dense
architecture can make a difference with regards to results. Thus, the best performing DF-Dense
architectures are as follows: (i) for INT2017.Image the best DF-Dense system uses 10 dense layers with
1000 neurons per layer and no BN integration, attaining MAP@10 values of 0.2316 for KF50 and 0.3355
for KF75; (ii) for INT2017.Video the best DF-Dense system has 25 78 layers with 2000 neurons each and
BN layers, with MAP@10 performance of 0.1563 for KF50 and 0.2677 for KF75; (iii) finally, for
VSD2015.Video, best performance is achieved with 5 dense layers with 500 neurons each and no BN
layers, achieving a MAP score of 0.6192 for KF50 and 0.6341 for KF75. Finally, with a single exception,
namely the INT2017.Image KF50 configuration, all the DF-Conv architectures improved the results of their
DF-Dense counterparts. The best performing DF-Conv architectures used 5 filters for INT2017.Image and
INT2017.Video and 10 filters for VSD2015.Video. The best results for these datasets are as follows: (i) for
INT2017.Image MAP@10 values of 0.2293 in a KF50 configura- tion and 0.3436 for KF75, (ii) for
INT2017.Video MAP@10 values of 0.1692 for KF50 and 0.2799 for KF75, (iii) and finally, for
VSD2015.Video, MAP values of 0.6281 and 0.6471 in KF50 and KF75 configurations respectively. These
results represent a significant increase in performance, both over the ME top systems, that also repre-
sented inducers for our system, but also over state-of-the-art results, namely 120% for INT2017.Image,
200.9% for INT2017.Video and 113.5% for VSD2015.Video. Results for the Cross-Space-Fusion
architecture For the CSF architecture we run tests on the Aro2018.Video, Val2018.Video, Fear2018.Video
and Capt2019.Image. The results of these experiments are presented in Table 3.12. Considering that
these particular datasets and tasks are newer than the ones selected for DF-Conv architecure, no state-of-
the-art systems have yet been developed for them, therefore we cannot use SOA top as a comparison
baseline. Just like the case for the DF-Conv architectures, the improvements brought by the traditional
fusion systems are minimal. Gradient boosting provides the best results for Val2018.Video, while
AdaBoost achieves best performance for the rest of the datasets. 79 Table 3.12: Final results for the CSF
architecture (DF-CSF) experiments. These results are compared with the best results from the MediaEval
competition (ME top), the best results from the baseline fusion systems (Emb top) and with the best
results of the dense architecture experiments (DF-Dense) for the Aro2018.Video task (with official MSE
and PCC metrics), Val2018.Video (with official MSE and PCC metrics), Fear2018.Video (with official IoU
metric) and Capt2019.Image (with official F1 metric). The dataset split (dev/test, KF50 or KF75) used to
produce the results is also presented. Dataset ME top Emb top DF-Dense DF-CSF Dataset split dev/test
KF50 KF75 KF50 KF75 KF50 KF75 Aro2018.Video (MSE) 0.1334 0.1321 0.1253 0.0571 0.0549 0.0568
0.0543 Aro2018.Video (PCC) 0.3358 0.3547 0.3828 0.8018 0.8315 0.8073 0.8422 Val2018.Video (MSE)
0.0837 0.0814 0.0769 0.0640 0.0626 0.0636 0.0625 Val2018.Video (PCC) 0.3047 0.3372 0.3972 0.7876
0.8101 0.7903 0.8123 Fear2018.Video (IoU) 0.1575 0.1597 0.1733 0.1938 0.2129 0.2091 0.2242
Capt2019.Image (F1) 0.2823 0.2804 0.2846 0.3462 0.3740 0.3610 0.3912 Again both deep ensemble
architectures significantly outperform other results. The best performing DF-Dense architectures are the
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as follows: (i) for both the arousal and valence datsets, we use a 5 layer architecture with 500 neurons
per layer and BN layers; (ii) for Fear2018.Video the best performing architecture em- ploys 10 dense
layers with 500 neurons, without BN integration; (iii) finally, for Capt2019.Image again the best
performing architecture uses 5 layers with 500 neu- rons and no BN. Regarding the CSF architecture, the
results are further improved when compared with the DF-Dense approach. For the arousal and valence
runs, the optimal tr3D setup is 4S, with only 4 similar systems used for decorating the input. MSE results
are improved by 59.3% and 25.3% for the KF75 setup, with regards to MSE. However, the starting ME top
results are already quite high, therefore a huge improvement, like the ones shown in the previous section
are impossible. On the other hand, when looking at the PCC metric, the improvements are much larger,
with 150.1% and 166.6%. For the Fear2018.Video, the DF-CSF architecture improves results by 42.3%,
while for the Capt2019.Image data, improvements are at 38.6%. 3.5.7 Conclusions In this chapter, we
discussed the creation of a deep ensemble framework, that repre- sents a novel research direction with
regards to late fusion approaches. Our systems use dense and convolutional layers for combining inducer
predictions, as well as the novel Cross-Space-Fusion layer. We also introduced two novel input
transformation schemes that allow the implementation of convolutional and CSF architectures on in- ducer
predictions. Our systems are tested on seven datasets that cover several types of machine learning tasks,
including regression, binary classification, and multi-label classification, and provided significant
improvements both over current state-of-the- art approaches and over traditional late fusion systems.
Chapter 4 General conclusions and p ersp ectives 4.1 Contributions and publications In this chapter I will
summarize the main personal contributions to research papers published during my doctoral research
program. These contributions are as follows: - In (P2) I proposed the implementation of a set of
traditional visual features for the prediction of media interestingness. Experimental validation is
performed on the MediaEval 2016 Predicting Media Interestingness dataset. - In (P3) and (P6) I proposed
the implementation of a large set of finely-grained aesthetic features, based on color, texture,
photographic and composition rules, for the prediction of media interestingness. The methods are
validated both on the 2016 and on the 2017 versions of the MediaEval Predicting Media Interesting- ness
datsets, as well as the implementation of early and late fusion schemes for performance optimization. To
the best of my knowledge, the results recorded on the 2016 image subtask still represent the state-of-
the-art with regards to MAP performance. 83 - In (P8), (P10), (P11), (P12) I proposed the implementation
of visual methods for the creation of movie recommending systems. These research papers also pro-
duced the MMTF-14K dataset, where I provided a set of aesthetic and DNN-based descriptors as baselines
for researchers that wish to use our dataset. - (P13) currently represents the largest literature review on
the prediction of media interestingness and its covariates. My contributions to this work are related to the
study of computer vision approaches to the prediction of interestingness and its correlated concepts, the
creation of a taxonomy model that studies the posi- tive, negative and still unexplored correlations
between interestingness and other subjective concepts, and, with a lower degree of involvement, the
study of human understanding of interestingness. - In (P14) I was the main organizer of the MediaEval
2019 Predicting Media Mem- orability task. - In (P15) I proposed the implementation of action recognition
based DNNs for the prediction of media memorability. Results are validated on the MediaEval 2019
Predicting Media Interestingness, and early and late fusion schemes are deployed for performance
optimization. - (P18) represents a thorough analysis of the VSD96 dataset, aimed at the detection of
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violent video scenes. My main contributions to this work are represented by the overall analysis of the
methods employed on this datset by a large number of au- thors, a study of the influence of features on
the prediction results and formulating some of the main conclusions with regards to the prediction of
violence. - (P19), a work currently under review, represents a thorough analysis of the Inter-
estingness10k dataset, aimed at the prediction of image and video interestingness. My main contributions
to this paper are as follows: the analysis of the overall per- formance of systems that use this dataset, an
analysis of the influence of features on 84 the performance of systems, the study of the generalization
capabilities of systems and recommendations with regards to system performance. Some shared contri-
butions include: the study of state-of-the-art DNN approaches and interpretability of results, as well as
the deployment of statistical, boosting and DNN-based late fusion systems for the improvement of the
results recorded during the MediaEval 2016 and 2017 editions of the Predicting Media Interestingness
task. - (P17) represents a novel approach with regards to ensembling systems. The novelty here is
represented by the introduction of DNN architectures as the main ensem- bling method for combining
inducer prediction output. My main contributions to this paper are represented by the creation of an input
decoration method, that facilitates a spatial grouping of similar inducers and by the implementation of
con- volutional layers for processing the decorated input. Validation is carried out on three regression
tasks, namely the MediaEval 2017 image and video subtasks from the Predicting Media Interestingness
task, and the 2015 MediaEval Violent Scenes Detection task, and, as results show, these methods greatly
improve system per- formance. This work hass continued, but newer results are currently unpublished.
Newer results include the addition of another novel input decoration model, as well as the introduction of
a novel DNN layer called Cross-Space-Fusion that is specially designed for processing ensemble data. (P1)
B. Boteanu, M.G. Constantin, B. Ionescu : LAPI @ 2016 Retrieving Diverse Social Images Task: A Pseudo-
Relevance Feedback Diversification Perspective. In Working Notes Proceedings of the MediaEval 2016
Workshop, CEUR-WS.org., ISSN 1613-0073. Hilversum, The Netherlands, October 20-21, 2016. (P2) M.G.
Constantin, B. Boteanu, B. Ionescu : LAPI at MediaEval 2016 Predicting Media Interestingness Task. In
Working Notes Proceedings of the MediaEval 2016 Workshop,CEUR-WS.org., ISSN 1613-0073. Hilversum,
The Netherlands, October 20-21, 2016. 85 (P3) M.G. Constantin, B. Ionescu : Content Description for
Predicting Image In- terestingness. IEEE International Symposium on Signals, Circuits and Systems –
ISSCS, July 13-14, Iași, Romania, 2017. (P4) C.-H. Demarty, M. Sjöberg, M.G. Constantin,, N.Q. K. 
Duong, B. Ionescu, T.-T. Do, H. Wang : Predicting Interestingness of Visual Content. In book Visual
Content Indexing and Retrieval with Psycho-Visual Models, SpringerMultimedia Systems and Applications,
Eds. J. Benois-Pineau, P. Le Callet, 2017. (P5) B. Boteanu, M.G. Constantin, B. Ionescu : LAPI @ 2017
Retrieving Diverse So- cial Images Task: A Pseudo-Relevance Feedback Diversification Perspective. In
Work- ing Notes Proceedings of the MediaEval 2017 Workshop, Dublin, Ireland, September 13-15, 2017.
(P6) M.G. Constantin, B. Boteanu, B. Ionescu : LAPI at MediaEval 2017 - Predict- ing Media
Interestingness. In Working Notes Proceedings of the MediaEval 2017 Workshop, Dublin, Ireland,
September 13-15, 2017. (P7) C.A. Mitrea, M.G. Constantin, L.D. Stefan, M. Ghenescu, B. Ionescu : Little-
Big Deep Neural Networks for Embedded Video Surveillance. IEEE International Conference on
Communications – COMM, June 14-16, Bucharest, Romania, 2018. (P8) Y. Deldjoo, M.G. Constantin, M.
Schedl, B. Ionescu, P. Cremonesi : MMTF- 14K: A Multifaceted Movie Trailer Feature Dataset for
Recommendation and Re- trieval. ACM Multimedia Systems Conference – MMSys, June 12-15,
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Amsterdam, Netherlands, 2018. (P9) S.V. Carata, M.G. Constantin, V. Ghenescu, M. Chindea, M.T. 
Ghenescu : Innovative Multi PCNN Based Network for Green Area Monitoring - Identification and
Description of Nearly Indistinguishable Areas. In Hyperspectral Satellite Images, IEEE International
Geoscience and Remote Sensing Symposium - IGARSS, Valencia, Spain, 2018. 86 (P10) Y. Deldjoo, M.G.
Constantin, H. Eghbal-Zadeh, B. Ionescu, M. Schedl, P. Cre- monesi : Audio-visual Encoding of Multimedia
Content for Enhancing Movie Recom- mendations. ACM Conference Series on Recommender Systems -
RecSys, October 2-7, Vancouver, Canada, 2018. (P11) Y. Deldjoo, M.G. Constantin, A. Dritsas, B. Ionescu,
M. Schedl : The MediaEval 2018 Movie Recommendation Task: Recommending Movies Using Content. In
Work- ing Notes Proceedings of the MediaEval 2018 Workshop, Sophia Antipolis, France, October 29-31,
2018. (P12) Y. Deldjoo, M.F. Dacrema, M.G. Constantin, H. Eghbal-zadeh, S. Cereda, M. Schedl, B.
Ionescu, P. Cremonesi : Movie genome: alleviating new item cold start in movie recommendation. User
Modeling and User-Adapted Interaction, ISSN 1573- 1391, DOI https://doi.org/10.1007
/s11257-019-09221-y, February 2019. (Q1 journal article, Impact Factor: 3.4). (P13) M.G. Constantin, M.
Redi, G. Zen, B. Ionescu : Computational Under- standing of Visual Interestingness Beyond Semantics:
Literature Survey and Analysis of Covariates.ACM Computing Surveys, 52(2), ISSN 0360-0300, DOI
http://doi.acm.org/10.1145/3301299, March 2019. (Q1 journal article, Impact Factor: 6.131). (P14) M.G.
Constantin, B. Ionescu, C.-H. Demarty, N.Q.K. Duong, X. Alameda- Pineda, M. Sjöberg : The Predicting
Media Memorability Task at MediaEval 2019. In Working Notes Proceedings of the MediaEval 2019
Workshop, Sophia Antipolis, France, October 27-29, 2019. (P15) M.G. Constantin, C. Kang, G. Dinu, F.
Dufaux, G. Valenzise, B. Ionescu : Using Aesthetics and Action Recognition-based Networks for the
Prediction of Media Mem- orability. In Working Notes Proceedings of the MediaEval 2019 Workshop,
Sophia Antipolis, France, October 27-29, 2019. 87 (P16) B. Ionescu, H. Müller, R. Péteri. D.-T. Dang-
Nguyen, ... , M. Dogariu, L.- D. Ștefan, M.G. Constantin : ImageCLEF 2020: Multimedia Retrieval in
Lifelogging, Medical, Nature, and Internet Applications. In Springer Lecture Notes in Computer Science,
12036, pp. 533-541, ISBN: 978-3-030-45441-8, DOI: https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-45442-5 69,
ECIR 2020 Proceedings, April 14-17, Lisbon, Portugal, 2020. (P17) L.-D. Ștefan, M.G. Constantin, B.
Ionescu : System Fusion with Deep Ensem- bles. ACM International Conference on Multimedia Retrieval -
ICMR, October 26- 29, Dublin, Ireland, 2020. (P18) M.G. Constantin, L.D. Stefan, B. Ionescu, C.-H.
Demarty, M. Sjöberg, M. Schedl, G. Gravier : Affect in Multimedia: Benchmarking Violent Scenes
Detection. IEEE Transactions on Affective Computing, DOI http://dx.doi.org/10.1109/TAFFC-
.2020.2986969, April 2020. (Q1 journal article, Impact Factor: 6.28). (P19) Paper under major review :
M.G. Constantin, L.-D. Ștefan, B. Ionescu, N.Q.K. Duong, C.-H. Demarty, M. Sjöberg : Visual
Interestingness Prediction: A Benchmark Framework and Literature Review. International Journal of
Computer Vision. 4.2 Conclusions This thesis presents my personal contributions to the automatic
analysis of the visual impact of multimedia data, with an accent on the study of interestingess, aesthetics,
memorability, violence and affective value and emotions. Chapter 2 presents an anal- ysis of the current
state-of-the-art with regards to concept taxonomy and definitions, theories on the human understanding
of subjective multimedia proprieties, datasets and user studies, computational approaches, and current
applications and future per- spectives on the use of these proprieties. Chapter 3 presents my
contributions to this field. The first part of this chapter covers the datasets and benchmarking initia- tives
I have contributed to. Following this, the thesis presents several computer vision methods developed
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during my doctoral program and analyses the contributions to the current computational landscape
brought by these methods. Methods presented here are related to: (i) the prediction of media
interestingness via traditional visual fea- tures in an SVM learning setting, and the implementation of
aesthetic-based features and statistical late fusion schemes for interestingness prediction; (ii) the
detection of violent scenes via the implementation of a ConvLSTM approach; (iii) the prediction of media
memorability with the help of action recognition deep neural networks; (iv) the creation of a novel deep
learning based approach to ensemble learning, the cre- ation of new input decoration methods that would
allow the processing of correlated inducers in our deep fusion systems and a novel type of deep neural
network layer, the Cross-Fusion-Layer, specially designed for the processing of ensemble systems. The
results presented in this thesis are promising, especially considering that the proposed deep fusion
systems significantly increase state-of-the-art performance. While in general late fusion systems do
require more processing power, given that the data is processed by multiple inducers, one must consider
that these types of approaches will prove to be useful, given the constant improvement of GPU processing
power and the advent of online services dedicated to processing massive amounts of 90 data in a
reasonable time. I consider that such systems can be deployed in many use cases, mainly in scenarios
where the results of individual systems are not good enough for a final market-ready solution, or in critical
infrastructure systems, where accurate results are more important than the cost of a system. 4.3 Future
perspectives In continuation of this work, the most important aspect would be the implementa- tion of
systems that are better tuned for their respective tasks. Some examples are already presented in this
thesis, i.e., aesthetic-based features, but I consider that, by implementing more of these types of systems
based on previous research from the fields of psychology and behaviour analysis, better architectures can
be constructed and their results would better benefit the multimedia community. Furthermore, given the
results of the deep ensemble system, I consider that it represents a very interesting research direction for
the future. While this approach represents, to the best of my knowledge, the first attempt in creating
such deep fusion systems, future developments may include: the creation of novel input decoration
methods, the addition of novel layers and training schemes for the existing layers, and studies with
regards to optimizing the collection of employed inducers. Bibliography [1] Esra Acar, Frank Hopfgartner,
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